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ABSTRACT 

 

From 1899-1902, the Second Boer War captured the attention of the American people 

and featured prominently in news reports and political debates at the national, regional, and 

local level. Contemporary historians have overlooked the significant role that Americans 

played in the conflict. This study examines the impact of individual citizens on the South 

African war. It begins with an overview of the political debate to provide context for an 

analysis of the motivations and actions of American participants. It traces efforts to reap 

profits by supplying the combatants with needed goods in the form of horses and mules. 

Attention then turns to those who travelled to the Transvaal to participate directly or 

indirectly in the conflict. Particular emphasis throughout is placed on San Angelo citizens. 

The thesis contends that the actions of American citizens significantly influenced the course 

of the Second Boer War. 
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PREFACE 
 
 
 
 

In April of 1900 a Texan father and son faced uncertainty being surrounded by a 

hostile force in a town under siege. At the cordon of Wepener, 6,000 enemy forces encircled a 

contingent of 1,895 men for sixteen days until a relief expedition saved the city from being 

overrun.1 Typical of many towns along the frontier Wepener developed during the late 1860s. 

Wepener obtained its name to honor the actions of a local militia leader who died while 

storming a stronghold of the native population who resisted the immigration of European 

settlers.2 Tales of towns under siege are commonplace throughout the folklore of the 

American West, and R. E. Harris and his son Felix from San Angelo, Texas, faced a situation 

in Wepener that was replayed throughout the Southwest. What makes this story unique is that 

Wepener is located in South Africa.3  

For contemporary Americans, the first significant war of the twentieth century—the 

confrontation between the British Empire and the Boer Republics of South Africa—is not 

well known. The conflict escapes the popular memory and remains missing from American 

                                                       
       Journal of American History 

1 Thomas Pakenham, The Boer War (New York: Random House, 1979), 417. 

       2 Erskine Childers and G.P. Tallboy, The Times History of the War in South Africa, 
1899-1902 (7 vols.; London: Marston and Company, 1906), 4:56. 

 
      3 Email, November 13, 2000, from James Dickens to Suzanne Campbell, Head of the 

West Texas Collection, Angelo State University, San Angelo, Texas. Mr. Dickens is the 
descendent of R. E. Harris and had a diary written by R. E. Harris of the day-to-day 
account of this siege. An Australian buyer subsequently bought the diary at auction. 
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historical surveys. This is understandable as the war persisted on a far off continent, with the 

British Empire pitted against two small, newly-emerging African Republics. Nothing about 

its outcome would affect the daily life of an average American citizen and thus it posed no 

great significance for later American historians tasked with summarizing events important to 

the nation. Historians focused on the Spanish-American War, the Boxer Rebellion, and the 

Filipino Insurrection as more imperative contemporary events that propelled the United 

States onto the world stage. Thus, it is easy to forget that from 1899-1902 the Second Boer 

War held the attention of the nation and its citizens. 

Early in the twentieth century the majority of citizens with access to newspapers 

knew of, or had heard of, the Second Boer War; nationally, the conflict dominated front-page 

news. For those not involved, either personally or financially, newspaper articles provided 

daily updates and a play-by-play summary of major events. Front-line reporters used the 

telegraph to send back battle reports at a pace that allowed newspapers to provide a succinct 

synopsis of the major engagements. Public opinion on the war ranged from apathy to 

fascination; some followed the daily papers with the same interest as they did the weekly 

serials while others remained disengaged. Some people knew the war’s major players and the 

locations of the battles and had formed opinions on the purpose of the hostilities. For many 

Americans during the early twentieth century the war developed significance on a local, 

regional, and national level as it impacted communities and individuals on a personal, 

commercial, and ideological front.  

The total number of Americans in South Africa during the conflict remains uncertain. 

After the discovery of diamonds early in the 1870s, over 1,000 Americans moved to the 
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Transvaal by 1876.4 Prior to the Second Boer War in 1899, estimates place the number of 

Americans working in South Africa at around 3,000.5 While most held jobs in the rapidly 

growing gold and diamond mining industries, others worked on the railroads, or in commerce 

and trade. After the war erupted, the numbers of Americans in South Africa grew as the 

demand from England for material goods needed for the conflict increased. James G. Stowe, 

acting as the American Consul General to South Africa, estimated that in April 1900 over 500 

American muleteers lived in the country, and by July 1901 over 3,000 Americans had 

enlisted in the British Army.6 On the Boer side, the February 23, 1901 edition of the French 

journal Revue du Cercle Militaire listed 8,725 foreign volunteers serving with the Boer army, 

of which 150 were Americans with independent units and another 150 Americans fought with 

Boer Commandos.7 Though the term commando later became associated with elite fighting 

forces, the word defined the basic unit of Boer military forces at the time of this conflict.  

While some Americans were already in South Africa, many enlistees on both sides of 

the conflict arrived with the shipments of mules and horses and elected to stay in South 

Africa. Still others booked passage on ships travelling to the area in order to gain access to 

                                                       
4 Thomas J. Noer, Briton, Boer, and Yankee: The United States and South Africa 

1870-1914 (Kent, Ohio: The Kent State University Press, 1978), 48. 
 

       5 Richard B. Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy (Maryland: 
University Press of America, 1994), 65. 
   
      6 Ibid., 93. 
 
      7 S.L.H. Slocum and Carl Reichmann, Boer War Operations in South Africa: 1899-
1901: Extracts from the Reports of Captain S.L.H. Slocum and Captain Carl Reichmann 
(South Africa: Hans Strydom Publishers, 1987), 322.   
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the business and employment opportunities South Africa provided. Though the war did not 

directly affect most parts of the United States, for places like San Angelo, Texas, the impact 

was large. The city profited financially from the war and several of its residents became 

directly involved in the fighting.  

This study examines the impact American citizens made on the war. The thesis begins 

with a brief overview of the politically charged debate that existed in American politics and 

the public forum in order to provide a contextual backdrop for the analysis of the motivations 

and actions of Americans in the Second Boer War.  It traces the efforts of Americans, 

including San Angeloans, to reap profits by supplying the combatants with needed goods, 

especially horses and mules; following that discussion, attention turns to an analysis of those 

Americans who travelled to the Transvaal to participate directly or indirectly in the conflict. 

Particular emphasis throughout is placed on San Angelo citizens and their contributions to 

the war effort. The thesis contends that the activities undertaken by American citizens, 

whether through livestock sales, business opportunities, ideological support, or actual 

military participation, influenced the course of the Second Boer War.  

At present there is no known research in progress on this topic. In the current 

literature the participation of American citizens in South Africa is mentioned primarily in 

passing. One online article by historian Byron Farwell briefly sketches out American citizens’ 

involvement but no further research has been done since his death in 1999. While a number 

of monographs have been written on the diplomatic relations between the United States and 

South Africa during this period, no existing work probes into the impact of the individual 

American citizen during the war. There are, however, a number of primary sources available 
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in the form of autobiographies and family letters from individuals who fought on both the 

Boer and British sides, among them the family letters of Frederick Burnham as well as the 

personal narratives of American combatants William Blake, Frederick Burnham, John 

Hassell, Alan Hiley, and the American war correspondent Howard Hillegas. All these proved 

useful in supporting the thesis. In addition the family papers of William Anson and Dave 

Atkins, and newspaper articles on R. E. and Felix Harris and others from the region helped 

catalog the involvement of San Angeloans in South Africa. United States and British 

government records, military records, and articles from the Standard-Times, the New York 

Times, and other newspapers provided further primary source material. A number of 

secondary sources directly mentioning Americans, and in particular Texans, serving in the 

war were helpful as well. Surveys, biographies, and monographs by Arthur Conan Doyle, 

Thomas Pakenham, Byron Farwell, and others gave secondary support to this work.  

The level of involvement of American citizens remains unexplored and requires 

further documentation and analysis. Although the war remained front-page news from 1899-

1902, it currently exists as an underdeveloped topic in the American historical record. The 

research findings advanced through this thesis fill a gap in the historical record of the Second 

Boer War; shed light on American interest and involvement in foreign conflicts as an 

emerging nation; document the role Americans played in the conflict; and expand knowledge 

of Texas and San Angelo history.  
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CHAPTER I  

 
 

GLOBAL AND NATIONAL POLITICAL CLIMATE 
 
 

American participation in the Second Boer War (1899-1902) took place against the 

backdrop of a dynamic global situation that dramatically altered the position and status of the 

United States and alerted American policymakers and citizens to the potential benefits of an 

expanded international role. On December 10, 1898, the United States signed the Treaty of 

Paris, effectively ending the Spanish-American conflict that had been ongoing since 1895. 

After the war with Spain, America acquired the Philippines and other Pacific Islands and for 

the first time in its history became a minor colonial player. The America that emerged after 

1898 began to turn away from isolationism towards a greater awareness of its prospective 

influence on a global stage.  

The movement of the United States towards an expansionist policy, while not 

supported by the whole population, gained support amongst political officials in Washington. 

Within some segments of American policymakers a new ideology took form, focusing less on 

isolationism and more on the superiority of Anglo-Saxonism and the potential of overseas 

markets to guide the nation’s global future. Politicians began to ponder the question of how 

best to rule as a colonial power and looked to Great Britain as an example. The two countries 

already shared a common cultural and political heritage, as well as a commitment to 

industrial capitalism.1 Britain needed a strong ally to balance the increasing pressure of other 

                                                       
      1 Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 65. 
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European nations taking advantage of the difficulties she confronted in Africa. Aware that the 

financial and political burden Britain took on during the First Boer War (1880-1881) was 

now compounded by the advent of a second conflict in 1899, European states continued 

testing the limits of British resolve. This process began soon after the First Boer War as 

continental powers moved into colonial provinces previously held by the British. Germany 

and Russia seized territory in China in 1897 that earlier had been controlled by the British. 

When Britain threatened military action, neither Germany nor Russia wavered.2 Realizing the 

need for an ally to help avert war, Britain looked to the United States, with the common bond 

of shared culture and language, as the solution to its problems.  England began a process of 

reconciling itself to America by agreeing to American requests for arbitration during the 

Venezuela-British Guiana boundary dispute of 1896.3 The greatest acquiescence on the part 

of the British towards the United States, however, occurred during the Spanish-American 

War. As historian Keith Wilson has shown, from April to August of 1898, Britain "was 

extremely solicitous of US concerns in its prewar diplomacy; and during the war Britain 

carried out an unmistakably pro-American neutrality policy."4 British support during the 

Spanish-American War came in direct contrast to the other continental powers who favored 

Spain. These actions raised American foreign policymakers’ awareness of the benefits that 

friendship with Britain offered. During September 1899, U.S. Secretary of State John Hay 

                                                       
      2 Ibid. 
 

      3 Keith Wilson, The International Impact of the Boer War (Chesam, England: 
Acumen Publishing Limited, 2001), 108. 
 
      4 Ibid. 
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issued a call for an Open Door commerce policy in China, promoting the commonality of 

Anglo-American interests. By the Second Boer War, the United States maintained an official 

stance of neutrality in South Africa, but in reality promoted a pro-British neutrality by 

increasing trade with England. As America possessed no direct interests in Africa, it easily 

maintained a non-aligned stance. Britain reciprocated goodwill by agreeing to a compromise 

on the boundary between Alaska and British Colombia. For Britain, an American alliance 

became a high priority in order to protect its own interests. For the United States, the 

realization of an Anglo-American agreement situated American foreign policy beyond the 

Western Hemisphere and into a global presence. British author and critic Sydney Brooks 

commented on this in the North American Review when he wrote that "the year 1898 has 

been called the year of Europe's discovery of America. It might much better be spoken of as 

the year of America's discovery of Europe."5 This Anglo-American rapprochement emerged 

as the debate on America's reaction to the Boer War itself filtered through the American 

public and political discourse. 

American views of the Boer War remained mixed. Commonly held assumptions that 

the public favored the Boers while the politicians preferred the British are oversimplified and 

inaccurate. While that belief holds aspects of truth it does not present the complete picture. 

Both the American politicians and the public held divided opinions towards the Anglo-Boer 

conflict. American historian Richard Hofstadter saw the 1890s as years in which Americans 

experienced a psychic crisis as they confronted the triple threat of a slow recovery from one 

                                                       
      5 Sydney Brooks, "America and the War," The North American Review (March 1900): 
342. 
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of the worst depressions in the nation’s history, a vanishing frontier, and an uncertain future 

for the United States.  Conditions were slow to improve, and numerous Americans advocated 

for changes that would not have been considered during the middle part of the century. 

Various Americans called for the supplementation of the money supply by coining silver at a 

ratio of 16 parts silver to 1 part gold. For others the financial solution lay in looking towards 

overseas markets and colonies.6   

With the country divided on such issues, the outbreak of the war in South Africa 

further separated the citizenry. Though most of the policymakers with the power to effect 

change sided with the British, a vocal minority in the House and Senate advocated the Boer 

position. Within the larger populace, Americans campaigning for the Boers began to compare 

the Second Boer War with the American fight for independence. For these Americans, Britain 

returned to the role of aggressor and oppressor of those seeking freedom. British author 

Arthur Conan Doyle sought to counter this sentiment by claiming that the British position 

during the Revolutionary War reflected injustice, while their position during the Second Boer 

War represented a just cause.7  A majority of those Americans advocating for the Boer 

position held Irish, German, or Dutch origins. The Boers were primarily Calvinists of Dutch, 

German, and French Huguenot descent who immigrated to South Africa for religious 

freedom.8 The American Dutch and Germans placed their support behind the Boers primarily 

                                                       
      6 Richard Hofstadter, "Manifest Destiny and the Philippines," in American 
Imperialism in 1898, ed. Theodore P. Greene (Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1955), 55. 
 
       7 Arthur Conan Doyle, The War in South Africa: Its Causes and Conduct (London: 
Smith, Elder, and Company, 1902), 150. 
 

8 Byron Farwell, The Great Anglo-Boer War (New York: W.W. Norton, 1990), 4. 
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due to a commonality of language and culture. For Irish-Americans, the subjugation of 

Ireland and the continued ancestral antagonism against the British provided the needed 

impetus to support the Boer fight for freedom. During the early stages of the war, when the 

Boers defeated the British in a series of battles, American public support remained high. 

However, as the war progressed and Britain began to defeat the Boer forces, American public 

advocacy for Boer rights wavered, though never entirely subsided. Many politicians on 

Capitol Hill recognized that while the hearts of many Americans lay with the Boers, 

American interests were linked to Britain.9 This division and the subsequent debate 

transcended class distinctions, engaging those from the highest realms of American society to 

the lowest social strata. Theodore Roosevelt summed up the attitude of most Americans, no 

matter which side they favored, stating: “I have been absorbed in interest in the Boer War.”10 

Though politicians and the public may have been divided over this issue, a small group in 

Washington with the ability to tip the scales of American policy increasingly exerted their 

influence in favor of the British. 

The most politically influential men in American politics to favor the British cause in 

South Africa were Theodore Roosevelt and Secretary of State John Hay. As a previous 

ambassador to Great Britain, Hay became Secretary of State under President William 

McKinley. Historian Charles S. Campbell noted that "As regards foreign policy it was 

                                                       
      9 Howard K. Beale, Theodore Roosevelt and the Rise of America to World Power 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1956), 92. 
 
      10 Quoted in Byron Farwell, “Taking Sides in the Boer War,” American Heritage 27, 
no. 3 (April 1976) http://www.americanheritage.com/content/taking-sides-boer-
war?nid=53395 (accessed June 23, 2012). 
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Secretary Hay's opinion that counted as long as McKinley occupied the White House."11 Hay 

continued to promote Anglo-Saxon sympathies and encourage an Anglo-American alliance, 

believing that this offered the best hopes for civilizing the world.12 Though Hay is often 

characterized as a true Anglophile, his promotion of an Anglo-American alliance ultimately 

favored American interests, not British. Hay understood that a weakened Britain posed a 

threat to the United States,13 as he believed "the fight of England is the fight of civilization 

and progress and all our interests are bound up in her success."14 Hay unfailingly echoed the 

sentiment that Anglo-Saxonism would help provide America and the world with a stable 

future because the British were “fighting a battle for civilization.” Thus, they represented a 

superior race as opposed to the Dutch-descended Boers.15   

Hay's sentiments were consistent with prevailing late nineteenth-century racial 

thinking as the idea of Anglo-Saxonism gained popularity in America with the development 

of Social Darwinism. According to the Social Darwinists, the world consisted of greater and 

lesser races. The white race sat at the top of civilization’s pyramid, with the Anglo-Saxons at 

                                                       
11 Charles S. Campbell, Jr., Anglo-American Understanding, 1898-1903 (Baltimore: 

The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1957), 172. 
 
12 Wilson, The International Impact of the Boer War, 108. 
 

       13 Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 83. 
 

       14 John Hay to Henry White, March 18, 1900, in Allan Nevins, Henry White, Thirty 
Years of American Diplomacy (New York: Harper & Bros., 1930), 151. 
 

       15 Stuart Anderson, “Racial Anglo-Saxonism and the American Response to the Boer 
War," Diplomatic History 2, no. 3 (July 1978): 223. 
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the pinnacle.16 This racially-driven ideal in combination with the newly acquired colonies 

began to change many Americans’ perception as to the validity of governing these lesser 

cultures. Ruling those lower on the Social Darwinian scale came to be viewed as an act of 

benevolence and charity, rather than an act of oppression. Though the Boers remained 

categorized as part of the white race, their culture ranked lower on the social pyramid as 

members of Low German stock.17 Because of this placement on the lower tier, they came to 

be viewed as an obstacle to the establishment of the Anglo-Saxon system in South Africa. It 

therefore became easy for those holding this theory to justify British victory. Ironically, 

though of Dutch descent, Theodore Roosevelt also advocated the superiority of Anglo-Saxon 

culture. 

During the opening stages of the Second Boer War, Theodore Roosevelt served as the 

governor of New York. In 1901, he won election as Vice President of the United States under 

William McKinley. He followed the Second Boer War closely and continued doing so after 

McKinley’s assassination elevated him to the presidency. The primary difference between 

President Roosevelt and Hay is that although both men ultimately sided with the British, they 

held contradictory attitudes towards the Boers. For Hay there could be no room for anything 

less than a global British and American dominance since he regarded the Boers and their 

culture as beneath that of the superior Anglo-Saxons. Roosevelt diverged from Hay in that he 

felt admiration for the Boer character and empathy for their cause. Their fighting ability 

                                                       
      16 Robert Beisner, From the Old Diplomacy to the New, 1865-1900 (Illinois: Harlan 
Davidson, Inc., 1986), 82. 
 

17 Anderson, “Racial Anglo-Saxonism and the American Response to the Boer War," 
223. 
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earned particular respect from Roosevelt who favorably compared the Boer fighter to the 

Rough Riders of the Spanish-American War.18 In April 1901, Roosevelt wrote his British 

friend Arthur Lee that “the eighteen months warfare has given many people a strong feeling 

that the Boers must possess altogether exceptional qualities.”19 Roosevelt again repeated this 

sympathy for the Boer plight when he wrote to his son that "the English had no right 

whatever to go into this task as they did, for their capacity and the justice of their cause did 

not warrant their position."20 Roosevelt concluded the letter by noting that, “It [the Boer fight 

for freedom] is as gallant a struggle as has ever been made.”21  

Despite his sympathy for the Boer cause Roosevelt did see the political necessity of a 

British victory and recognized that American interests were tied to Britain.  In a letter to a 

British friend, Roosevelt admitted that while he felt compassion for the Boers and believed 

that their struggle reflected American values, he knew that political expediency demanded 

support for the British. He wrote that “if the British Empire suffers a serious disaster [in the 

Second Boer War], I believe in five years it will mean a war between us and one of the 

continental European nations...unless we are content to abandon our Monroe Doctrine for 

South America.”22 Roosevelt agreed with Hay that imposing Anglo-Saxon culture and values 

                                                       
18 Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 98. 

 
19 Quoted in Wilson, The International Impact of the Boer War, 110. 
 

      20 Quoted in John H. Ferguson, American Diplomacy and the Boer War (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1939), 212. 
 

21Ibid., 213. 
 

22 Theodore Roosevelt to Arthur Lee, March 18, 1901, in The Letters of Theodore 
Roosevelt, ed. E. Morrison Elting, John M. Blum, and Alfred D. Chandler, (8 vols.; 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951-1954), 3:20. 
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should be the preeminent method for civilizing new territory. Writing to British Ambassador 

to the United States Cecil Spring-Rice, Roosevelt commented, "it would be for the advantage 

of mankind to have English spoken south of the Zambezi."23 Addressing Spring-Rice again, 

Roosevelt repeated this sentiment stating that, despite his own Dutch heritage and deepest 

personal sympathy for the Boers, he felt the best possible result would be for South Africa to 

be united with Britain, with English as the common language.24 Though Roosevelt and Hay 

maintained a large influence in Washington, they did not stand alone in their backing of the 

British actions in South Africa. Other American leaders cast their support behind the British 

cause and sought to promote a pro-British agenda.  

Among intellectual leaders of the pro-British movement, Alfred Thayer Mahan 

exerted significant influence. As a flag officer of the United States Navy, a historian, and a 

geostrategist, Mahan maintained a position of respect among those responsible for American 

foreign policy. Mahan argued that Britain acted correctly in going to war with the Boers and 

any actions by America against Britain would be a rejection of the Monroe Doctrine and 

open the door for European interference in the Western hemisphere.25 Russell Alger, ex-

Secretary of War under the McKinley administration, also favored the British, writing to the 

New York Times on February 5, 1900, that “We owe her [Britain] a debt of gratitude and the 

                                                       
      23 Theodore Roosevelt to Cecil Spring-Rice, quoted in Anderson, “Racial Anglo-
Saxonism and the American Response to the Boer War," 223. 
 

24 Theodore Roosevelt to Cecil Spring-Rice, December 2, 1899, The Letters of 
Theodore Roosevelt, 3:109. 
 
       25 Noer, Briton, Boer, and Yankee: The United States and South Africa 1870-1914, 85. 
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least we can do to repay it is to abstain from interference in her present struggle against the 

South African Republics.”26  

Additional support of the British cause could be found in the media and in the 

writings of several prominent American businessmen. In the American press, the New York 

Mail and Express, Harper's Weekly, the Philadelphia Press, and the New York Tribune 

promoted a pro-British position.27 In an article in the journal Arena, American business writer 

Day Allen Willey stated:  

The United States has almost as much interest in the result of the war in South Africa 
as Great Britain herself-from a purely commercial standpoint. The saying that has 
been so popular since the Spanish-American War that 'commerce follows the flag' 
means not only the American but the British flag, for it is a notable fact that, in many 
of the British colonies as well as the mother country, American exporters have been 
very successful whenever they have tried to find a market for their goods.28  
 

Advocates of the British position recognized that a large portion of the American populace 

opposed their stance, but maintained that those within the pro-Boer movement simply did not 

know the facts. Roosevelt informed Cecil Spring-Rice that a typical Boer supporter was 

"short-sighted and in a hurry" while those promoting the British were "all cool-headed and 

farsighted people."29 Writing in the North American Review, Sydney Brooks echoed a similar 

sentiment: that the pro-Boer argument emanated from an uninformed public with no 

knowledge of the situation aside from an innate hatred of England. Brooks felt that the clear 

                                                       
      26 New York Times, February 5, 1900. 
 

27 Wilson, The International Impact of the Boer War, 113. 
 

      28 Day Allen Willey, "American Interests in Africa," Arena (September 1900): 294. 
 
       29 Theodore Roosevelt to Cecil Spring-Rice, January 27, 1900, The Letters of 

Roosevelt, 2:146-47. 
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logic of the benefits to America through British victory would easily deflate the pro-Boer 

argument.30  

At the same time that the pro-British position of Hay and Roosevelt found support 

among segments of the American political elite, the pro-Boer position strengthened among 

some politicians, influential citizens, and many within the general public. While ultimately 

not as politically effective as the pro-British position, the pro-Boer advocates established a 

vocal opposition which earned acceptance among segments of the American populace. 

Indeed, several notable individuals took the side of the Boers. Former President Benjamin 

Harrison (1889-1893), former United States Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz (1877-

1881), prominent writer Henry Adams, David Starr Jordan (first President of Stanford 

University, 1891-1913), noted attorney Clarence Darrow, and industrialist Andrew Carnegie 

all sided with the Boer cause.31 The pro-Boer line in America was visibly featured in venues 

such as the print medium. Historian Keith Wilson identified a number of prominent 

newspapers that supported the Boer cause. These included Joseph Pulitzer's New York World, 

the New York Herald, the Washington Post, the Chicago Tribune, the Baltimore Sun and the 

Atlanta Constitution.32  

Despite such support, the Boer Republics needed further help and thus sent diplomats 

and speakers to gain the support of the American populace, and more importantly, to change 

the minds of the American politicians. Individual speakers began touring the United States 

                                                       
      30 Brooks, "America and the War,” 341. 
 
       31 Wilson, The International Impact of the Boer War, 113. 
 

      32 Ibid. 
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intent on convincing the general population of the unbalanced reality of American neutrality. 

Aware that the sale of horses and mules to the British hindered their chances of victory, Boer 

leadership hoped to demonstrate to America that this sale of animals provided a distinct 

advantage to their opponents. Seeking to bring this reality to public attention, former Boer 

Commandant Jan Krige toured the United States widely on speaking engagements. Krige 

maintained that if the sale of horses should stop, the war would end as the British would not 

be able to field their army as efficiently.33 Former U.S. soldier Colonel John Blake, leader of 

the Irish Brigade (a unit of Irish-Americans and Irish volunteers fighting for the Boers), 

echoed this sentiment when he stated that the sale of horses gave the British an unfair 

advantage over the Boers.34 

  Boer diplomats sent to the United States appealed to the anti-imperialist factions 

within the country. American industrialist and philanthropist Andrew Carnegie, who sided 

with the Boers, characterized the British policy in South Africa as “morally indefensible 

because the Boers were entitled to their own free institutions; and politically indefensible 

because the Dutch had superior numbers and would ultimately prevail.”35  Carnegie joined 

other anti-imperialists, such as Carl Schurz and Henry Adams, in comparing the annexation 

of the Philippines with the British invasion of the Boer Republics. Neither action, they 

claimed, could be justified as extensions of civilization, but merely constituted examples of 

                                                       
      33 Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 83.  
 
      34 J. Y. F. Blake, A West Pointer with the Boers: Personal Narrative of Colonel J.Y.F. 
Blake Commander of the Irish Brigade (Boston: Angel Guardian Press, 1903), 218. 
 
      35 Quoted in Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 137. 
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outright imperialist exploitation.36 Anti-imperialist protests of 1898-1899 centered on the 

recently acquired territories in the Philippines, Cuba, and Puerto Rico. Led by prominent 

citizens such as Andrew Carnegie, William James, Samuel Clemens, and Ambrose Bierce, 

members of the American Anti-Imperialist League sought to promote the idea that: “The 

United States have [sic] always protested against the doctrine of international law which 

permits the subjugation of the weak by the strong. A self-governing state cannot accept 

sovereignty over an unwilling people.”37 Protest against American expansion through 

imperialism continued in the House and Senate as politicians debated the appropriate 

response to the war in South Africa. 

 In Washington, Senator A. O. Bacon (D-Georgia) characterized the Boer War as a 

battle of inequality between weak republics and the most powerful nation on the earth. 

Senator William Mason (R-Illinois) submitted a resolution of sympathy on December 6, 

1899, followed by a similar resolution from Senator Richard Pettigrew (Silver Party-South 

Dakota) on February 2, 1900.38 William Sulzer (D-New York) took Boer support further by 

delivering a speech in Congress stating that 90% of the American people supported the 

Boers, also claiming that the Republican administration continued to block all discussion of 

the war in Congress because of a secret alliance with Britain.39 Sulzer went on to ask if “...the 

                                                       
      36 Noer, Briton, Boer, and Yankee: The United States and South Africa 1870-1914, 80. 
 
      37 "Platform of the American Anti-lmperialist League," in Speeches, Correspondence, 
and Political Papers of Carl Schurz, ed. Frederick Bancroft (6 vols.; New York: G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1913), 6:77, note 1. 
 
       

38
 Quoted in Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 132.  

 
39 Ibid., 133. 
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McKinley administration has surrendered American rights to British interests?”40 The divided 

opinion is reflected in the Record of the Committee on Foreign Relations for 1900, which 

states: “American reaction to the Boer War was mixed. Petitions and memorials reflect Irish 

American support for the Boers."41 In December 1899, Illinois Representative William E. 

Mason further demonstrated the strength of the pro-Boer position commenting that, “It is a 

fight to control South Africa, and the only way England could do it was to threaten, bulldoze, 

browbeat, and interfere with the Dutchman until, out of sheer humiliation and desperation, he 

was driven to fight.”42 Historian Richard Mulunax noted that Texas Democrat Albert 

Burleson also claimed that both the United States and Great Britain were driven by the 

unrighteous purpose of oppression and that Americans loved money and commercialism 

more than justice and right.43  

For many Americans favoring the Boer side, the fight for independence in South 

Africa remained one against imperial oppression. Some pro-Boer factions saw a 

commonality between the Boer fight for independence and the American Revolution. Others 

recognized that while America fought as a colony rebelling against its ruling power, the 

South African war developed along a different trajectory. Rather than a colony rebelling 

                                                       
       40 William Sulzar to The House of Representatives, May 7, 1900, in Speeches of the 
Hon. William Sulzer of New York in the House of Representatives, Third Session, Fifty-fifth 
Congress (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1900), 14. 
 
      41 U.S. Government, Records of the Committee on Foreign Relations: Other records, 
1861-1917, 37-64th Congresses 10.21 
http://www.archives.gov/legislative/guide/senate/chapter-10-1861-1917.html (accessed 
November 20, 2009). 
 
      42 New York Times, December 12, 1899. 
 
      43 Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 137. 
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against the mother country, the two Boer Republics were sovereign nations being de-

stabilized by a much larger and more dominant foreign entity. This position evoked a sense of 

rooting for the underdog for many Americans and helped to nurture their anti-imperialist 

principles. For others it remained as simple as an ancestral hatred of the English. Irish-

Americans jumped at the chance to strike back at their traditional enemy and show their 

support for continued efforts to free Ireland from British oppression. 

The national debate reached down to the most local level. Examination of reports 

issued by the San Angelo press revealed a reflection of the debate prevailing throughout the 

nation’s newspapers. As a main source of information for San Angelo and its surrounding 

communities, the city’s newspaper, The Standard, provided readers with various items of 

interest to the region. Evidence that the war in South Africa attracted community attention 

can be found in an editorial from November 18, 1900: “Now that the war between England 

and the South African Republic is in full swing, many of our readers no doubt would like to 

know the cause which led up to this sanguinary trouble. It makes good reading for people 

who are interested in this great struggle.”44 From the first reporting of the war on October 21, 

1899, through the middle of 1900, The Standard mentioned the war some forty times in 

either article form or announcement. Typical columns of the time read like a play-by-play 

commentary of a modern sports event. A representative sample from the July 29, 1899 

edition of the paper, illustrated this style: 

      The Boers attacked Mafeking in force and were repulsed. The defenders 
seeing the enemy retreat followed up their advantage and pursued them some 
distance. Then a front was made and they commenced to fall back upon the 

                                                       
     44 The Standard (San Angelo, Texas), November 18, 1900. 
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town, allowing themselves to be driven in by the enemy. The Boers, eager to 
retrieve their position, again advanced to the attack and were drawn over the 
lyddite mines, which have been laid for the defense of the town. The invaders 
suffered terribly and it is reported fifteen hundred of their number were 
killed.45 
 

 Summaries such as these were typical of the way in which newspapers across the 

country reported the battles and daily events. From October 21, 1899, through the end of the 

war in May 31, 1902, news from South Africa filtered onto the front pages of The Standard. 

Many of these synopses were reprints of articles carried by numerous newspapers through 

syndication. In addition to battle accounts, The Standard printed excerpts of firsthand 

accounts such as Diary of Nurse in South Africa by Alice Brou and humorous anecdotes such 

as The Cream of England.  In the latter, which was also syndicated nationally, a young 

American girl was attending a party with Winston Churchill. After receiving a less than warm 

welcome at the party Churchill was said to remark, "You know the cream of England is in 

South Africa now." The young girl sarcastically replied, "Yes, the whipped cream."46 The 

validity of this encounter is clearly doubtful but does illustrate the attitude of many American 

citizens toward the imperialist policy of the British against the agrarian Boer. People of the 

San Angelo community wrote letters to the The Standard editor which further expressed their 

position on the war and its relevance for America. San Angeloan Ben Deering asked the 

editor why the American public remained silent on this clearly imperialistic aggression by the 

British against the Boers. Deering wrote:  

                                                       
       45 The Standard, July 29, 1899. 
 
      46 The Standard, February, 23, 1901. 
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Today we never raise our voices against the oppressor that is trying to subdue 
a little republic in South Africa, that has never been the rightful property of 
the British crown....All maintain an attitude of surprise that the Boer fight so 
well, but no righteous indignation is poured forth in opposition to such an 
outrage of justice that we wonder where, oh where is that spirit that sent forth 
those immortal words: "Give me liberty or Give me Death," when this country 
was groaning beneath the same despotic yoke that today is trying to hold all 
south Africa in its eager grip.47  

 
The conflict was on the minds of San Angeloans, even to the point that it produced 

friendly competition between a bowling team named the Irish and another named the Boers. 

These teams participated in various tournaments in the city and The Standard listed the 

outcomes of the games.48 Whether the team names were selected to represent political 

differences within the community or as a humorous reflection of the headlines of the day 

remains uncertain. After the war, the team names apparently changed or the teams disbanded 

as The Standard made no further mention of the Irish and the Boers. As Americans continued 

to read about and discuss the actions taking place in South Africa, trade related to the war 

effort increased with Great Britain. For this and other reasons some Americans elected to 

leave the United States for the distant shores of the African continent. 

 
   

                                                       
      47 The Standard, January 27, 1900. 
 
      48 The Standard, September 20, 1902; September 27, 1902. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
 

SUPPLYING THE COMBATANTS: RESOURCES AND PERSONNEL 
 
 

Despite protests from the pro-Boer faction, the United States officially declared 

neutrality. In reality, U.S. policy favored Britain, as evidenced by the significant increase in 

the export of goods from the United States to Great Britain during the Second Boer War. 

Averaging $112 million from 1895 to 1898, the total amount of trade goods sent to English 

ports rose to $577 million between 1899 and 1902. Additionally, loans from banks in the 

United States accounted for twenty percent of the British revenue during the war.1 The largest 

form of export involved horses and mules. Though the final numbers of animals sent to South 

Africa may never be known, a March 29 entry in The Standard gives some indication of the 

volume purchased by 1902: “Mr. Broderick, War Secretary, reported to House of Commons 

that 446,038 horses had been bought for the South African war, of which 75,101 came from 

the US. Bones of most now lie bleaching out in the fields of South Africa.”2 The final 

estimate by the Royal Commission on the War in South Africa stated that there were 191,363 

horses and mules purchased from the United States between November 1899 and June 1902. 

This number accounted for half of the total horses and mules purchased by Britain during the 

war.3  

                                                       
1 Wilson, The International Impact of the Boer War, 112. 

 
      2 The Standard, March 29, 1902. 
 

3 Mulanax, The Boer War in American Politics and Diplomacy, 91.  
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Their suitability for campaigning in South Africa made American horses preferable to 

British breeds. The Standard printed a dispatch from Lord Kitchener which observed that 

"English horses arriving still too heavy; well bred weigh [sic] carrying polo pony is the ideal 

required for all mounted troops who carried little on saddle."4 Lieutenant Colonel W.H. 

Birkbeck, assistant inspector of remounts to the commander-in-chief in South Africa, 

characterized the American horse as a "capital light cavalry horse, with quality and 

substance. They are docile, and have evidently been well handled." 5 Birkbeck singled out 

Texas ponies in particular for their ability to adapt to the setting in South Africa.6 Once in 

British hands, however, the mismanagement of the horses often led to their ineffectiveness or 

loss. The German Military Staff Report, written during the early stages of the war (October 

1899 through February 1900) by German Army observers attached to the British and Boer 

forces, noted that at Klip Drift the British abandoned 326 horses as unfit for further service; 

at Kimberley, they later listed 558 horses as dead and 139 as too sick for use in campaigns.7  

The Second Boer War demonstrated for the British Army that the idea of fixed 

infantry fighting in set battles could not be employed in South Africa. The Boer army did not 

have the resources of the British Empire and aside from some excellent artillery (purchased 

from France and Germany) were not equipped to establish a traditional European-style army. 

                                                       
4 The Standard, May 3, 1902. 

 
5 Ibid. 

 
6 Ibid. 

 
7 German General Staff, The War in South Africa 1899-1900: October 1899 to 

February 1900. Prepared in the Historical Section of the Great General Staff Berlin (2 
vols.; 1900; repr., Nashville: The Batter Press, 1998), 1:176. 
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This led the Boers to field what the British would characterize as irregular forces, which 

relied on mobility. Every burgher (an enfranchised citizen of the South African Republics) 

fought and moved about by horseback. The Boer army did not maintain a traditional force of 

fixed infantry; rather, the Boers relied on mounted infantry to arrive expeditiously on the 

battlefield, dismount, engage the enemy, and then quickly relocate on their horses. For the 

most part these units were self-sufficient in that they retained local autonomy in determining 

when and where they fought.8 Small detachments, using hit and run tactics, emerged as the 

preferred method of engagement for the Boers. Each Boer Commando, because of its 

autonomy and mobility, could quickly move from one point to another, surround and cut off 

less mobile infantry forces, then rapidly escape to another line of defense should the need 

arise.9 Life on a frontier, where daily survival often depended on accurate shooting from 

concealed locations, prepared the Boers to inflict heavy casualties on an army that formed 

ranks and followed tactics from the musket age. 

 The British Army slowly realized that small units of mounted infantry, like those 

used by the Boers, would dictate battlefield results. The primary difference between mounted 

infantry and cavalry was that the cavalry forces were designed to fight on horseback, while 

mounted infantry used horses primarily for transportation to the battlefield. Once in combat 

the mounted infantryman dismounted to engage the enemy, whereas the cavalry trooper 

continued to fight on horseback. Typically, a British Cavalry soldier carried a heavy saddle, 

saber, carbine, and equipment stashed in saddle bags. This meant the complete rider and 

                                                       
8 Howard C. Hillegas, With the Boer Forces (London: Methuen & Co., 1900), 122. 
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equipment weighed close to 400 pounds. In contrast the weight of a Boer rider with saddle, 

rifle, blankets, and food totaled out at 250 pounds.10 Additionally, the Boer horsemen often 

held one mount in reserve and switched out the horses regularly, allowing them to travel up 

to 60-70 miles a day.11 Britain’s slow pace in adapting to new ideas and techniques displayed 

itself in defeats during the First Boer War at places such as Mujabe Hill and early losses 

suffered during the Second Boer War at Colenso. In these battles British infantry tried to 

force a frontal assault against deeply entrenched Boer positions. During the First Boer War, 

furthermore, the British continued to use bright red uniforms, delaying the introduction of 

khaki for its infantry. The support harnesses for carrying the individual soldier’s equipment 

crossed over the soldier’s chest forming a white X set against a background of a bright red 

tunic, which made a perfect target for the Boer marksmen.  

This reluctance to adapt to new combat techniques continued on into the Second Boer 

War with resistance to the implementation of small mounted infantry units. The need to 

change from an infantry-based European style of warfare to a mobile mounted infantry that 

could face the enemy on its own terms became increasingly evident in the early stages of the 

conflict. After the disastrous results of the "Black Week," December 10-17, 1899, a time 

during which the British lost 2, 776 men at the battles of Stormberg (690 killed or wounded), 

Magersfontein (948), and Colenso (1,138), the British added six new mounted infantry 

regiments in addition to the two assigned to General Redvers Buller. British military 

leadership now required every infantry battalion to raise its own mounted infantry company. 

                                                       
10 Ibid., 128. 
 
11 Ibid., 129. 
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In the British Army a regiment of mounted infantry consisted of four companies, and four 

regiments formed a brigade.12 One to four brigades comprised a division. These new 

regiments in the British Army supplemented the volunteer regiments formed under the 

auspices of the Colonial Division. The resulting increase in the demand for horses quickly 

put a great strain on the British Supply Corps. As an island nation, Britain could not produce 

the herds of horses needed to supply these new irregular units. Likewise, many soldiers 

serving in the British Army came from urban locations where limited exposure to horses 

failed to promote a proficiency in horsemanship necessary for mounted infantry combat. 

Thus, as the war progressed Britain began to rely more on its colonial troops from Canada, 

Australia, and New Zealand who, due to their background, could better adapt to this type of 

warfare. To supply the colonial troops and the newly formed British irregular troops with 

horses and mules, Britain looked to the United States where it found not only animals for its 

war but also a supply of men seeking financial gains as well as adventure. 

A significant portion of the animals contributed by the U.S. came from the 

Southwestern states, in particular Texas. Texas horse exports to Great Britain began on a 

large scale in 1895 when over 10,000 horses were purchased. In 1901, the Live Stock 

Reporter recorded the following totals and locations of U.S. horse exports: South Africa, 

37,465; Great Britain, 22, 698; Canada, 8438; Cuba, 4436; China, 2317; Philippines, 1578; 
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Japan, 1435; British Colombia, 795; and British West Indies, 199. From 1895 to 1901, the 

horse shipments to England alone averaged 50,000 annually.13  

On March 8, 1902, The Standard reported that “An order has been placed by the 

British government with stockmen in El Paso for 5,000 head of horses and mares to be used 

in the service in South Africa. Already 1000 head have been bought; many more will be 

contracted for; shipped to New Orleans then to South Africa.”14 Erskine Childers, serving in 

the City Imperial Volunteers, observed that “mules of every nationality, Texan, Italian, 

Illryrian, Spanish” served in the British Army.15 On September 28, 1899, the Times (London) 

reported that: “3000 mules will be shipped from New York to SA. The mules are prices [sic] 

at about $200 a head. Between 300 and 500 American teamsters will be engaged. Maj. 

Scobel, 2/Dragoons is in charge of purchases. At Chicago, draught horses are being 

purchased at $110 to $125 a head.”16 The 1902 Live Stock Reporter estimated that England 

spent $35 million on horses from the United States for the Boer War. That does not include 

the mule trade which the same source estimated at $6 million from 1899-1901. During 1901 

alone England received 75,800 horses valued at $9 million. This is more remarkable when 

                                                       
13 The Standard, April 26, 1901. 

 
14 The Standard, March 8, 1902.  

 
15 Erskine Childers, In the Ranks of the C.I.V.: A Narrative and Diary of Personal 
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compared to the exports from the United States to England in 1881 which totaled less than a 

million dollars.17  

For Texas the war also offered the opportunity to export cattle. In 1902, Walter 

Maude and Richard Carrow of the Moon Ranch in the Panhandle shipped 650 bovines to 

Pensacola, Florida, bound for delivery to South Africa. Walter Maude was a former member 

of the 67th Highlanders where he served as a Lieutenant during the First Boer War. Maude 

retained a Major’s commission after returning to Texas and started the Moon Ranch. Maude 

and Carrow reportedly purchased the cattle throughout Texas in small lots to avoid any 

obvious connection to the Boer War; they chose not to reveal when the vessel would be 

chartered and depart. If the trip proved successful, they expected to benefit from an order for 

10,000 more cattle with additional shipments to follow.18  

For San Angeloans, the financial boom that the war represented affected its citizens 

on the monetary level. While several men from San Angelo profited from the Boer War, the 

one who gained the greatest financial benefit was William “Billy” Anson. Born in 

Shugborough Hall, Stafford, England, William Anson was the seventh son of the third Earl of 

Litchfield. Anson came to Texas in 1890 and settled in Christoval, Texas, in 1896. He had 

two brothers, Frank and Claude Anson, who also engaged in the purchasing of equine stock 

for the British Army. The Anson brothers received one pound sterling ($4.80) a head for 

horses shipped from Galveston to Cape Town, Africa.19 Anson’s daughter (Edith Anson 

                                                       
17 The Standard, April 26, 1902. 

 
     18 The Standard, June 14, 1902. 

19 Joe A. Gibson, Old Angelo (San Angelo: Educator Books, Inc., 1971), 126 
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Boulware) claimed that the fortuitous negotiation of her father’s contract for the purchase of 

horses came through both his family connection with his uncle, the Marquis of Lansdowne, 

and a meeting with Lord Frederick Roberts at a party at Hurlingham Club in England. She 

reported that the Anson brothers partnership eventually supplied over 22,000 horses and 

estimated that Billy Anson personally inspected over 100,000 horses to find suitable stock to 

fulfill his contract.20  The search for new horses also allowed Anson to build up his own 

stable of quarter horses, including a stallion sired by the race horse Rondo.21  

In order to expedite the movement of stock Anson developed and organized depots 

throughout Texas where horses would be corralled and then shipped out. His buyers searched 

across Texas and the Southwest for horses and mules. These animals were turned over to 

British Army remount officers sent to the United States to inspect and procure suitable 

stock.22 Anson wrote an article for the Texas Almanac and State Guide for 1904 that 

described his introduction into the horse trade. Entitled “Texas Horses and Mules for War and 

Polo,” the essay reported that initially the horses purchased for the British Army came from 

the large mid-western markets of Illinois and Missouri.23 Before Texans entered into the sale 

and distribution of their native horses, buyers from Kansas City and St. Louis purchased 

                                                       
       20 Edith Anson Boulware, interview by Thelma Atkins, Oct 3, 1982, “Billy Anson,” 
Pioneer Heritage Center, West Texas Collection, Angelo State University, San Angelo, Texas.  
 
       21 William Anson, “The Personal Notes of William Anson,” compiled by Bob 
Denhardt, The Western Horseman (December 12, 1943), original clipping in “Billy Anson,” 
West Texas Collection, Angelo State University, San Angelo, Texas. 
  
      22 William Anson, “Texas Horses and Mules for War and Polo,” Texas Almanac and 
State Guide for 1904 (Dallas: A.H. Belo & Co., 1904), 125. 
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horses in Texas and transported them to South Africa. In Salt Lake City, for instance, British 

agents in 1902 purchased over 3,000 Cayuses horses for delivery to South Africa.24 

Subsequently, Texas horse traders entered the business and directly competed with buyers 

from all of the Southwest as well as Kentucky, Tennessee, Utah, and Mississippi. Over time 

the British discovered that the horses better suited for life in Africa came from Texas and the 

Southwest. According to John Molesworth, who arrived from England in 1897 and purchased 

horses for Billy Anson from as far north as South Dakota, horses had a life expectancy of a 

month in South Africa.25 While combat duties contributed to the high attrition rate of the 

animals, the presence of the Tsetse fly also accounted for many equine deaths.26 The 

constitution, size, and price of Texas horses led the British military to consider them the most 

advantageous for warfare in South Africa. As the war continued the British demand increased 

to the point that of the 85,000 mules acquired in the United States, 40,000 came from Texas. 

Of the 100,000 horses obtained during the war, some 30,000 came from Texas. By the end of 

the war Texas had supplied nearly two-thirds of the total number of mules and one-third of 

the horses. Anson commented on this heavy reliance on stock from one region stating, “in the 

history of the world no such demand had been made on the resources of a given area with 

like results....”27 
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When the British remount officers first began operations in Texas, acquisitions were 

primarily from Dallas, Bonham, San Antonio, and Fort Worth. Over time Fort Worth evolved 

as the location most convenient to both buyer and seller and became the main site for 

transactions. The majority of horses sold to the British Army tended to be of medium size, 

and what Anson called the “blocky general utility type.”28 These horses grew under natural 

farm conditions and were not stimulated by artificial feed. The same breeds that supplied the 

United States with cow-horses proved of equal value on the war front. The horses received 

very favorable reports in competition with horses from every corner of the world. Anson 

concluded that,  

They were of a class that could never be bought very cheap even at the low 
ebb in the history of horse breeding, but there were few of them that would 
have brought a high price individually; a great part of them it is true were very 
well bred, but good blood without the endorsement of the corn-crib is a poor 
asset as regard general market value.29 

 
 In 1900, William Anson placed a very large ad in The Standard soliciting “Fat Horses 

and Mares, For Army Purposes.  I will be in San Angelo on April 24th and 25th. I want horses 

14-3 to 15 hands high, six years old, no grays, or light dun.”30 The notice proved such a 

financial success that Anson continued his advertisement throughout the year. On June 23, 

The Standard reported that Anson could be found at John Nasworthy’s livery, purchasing 300 

horses destined for the war zone, via New Orleans, to be used by the British mounted 

                                                       
28 Ibid.  
 
29 William Anson, “The Texas Quarter Horse,” reprint, The Cattleman (September 

1950), original clipping in “Billy Anson,” West Texas Collection, Angelo State University, 
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infantry.31 Anson’s spending habits around the San Angelo community became increasingly 

noteworthy as his purchases tangibly impacted the economy. On November 17, an article in 

The Standard noted that Anson would again be at the Nasworthy sale yards procuring 100 

horses with a price range of $35-$65. Acknowledging the success of previous sales the article 

explained, “$5,100 is a good amount of money to be spent in San Angelo for horses in one 

week and our people should appreciate the Anson brothers for their patronage.”32 In an 

interview with The Standard, Anson stated that even though he had bought horses from as far 

away as New Mexico the vast majority of the fifteen thousand horses he had sold came from 

San Angelo. The article concluded that if a horse averaged $50-$70 a head, then the Ansons 

had provided Texas, and the San Angelo community, with close to a million dollars in trade 

during two years.33  

 In the November 3, 1900 edition, The Standard reported on the activities of another 

San Angeloan named Charlie Broome. The article gave insight into the logistical process of 

getting the horses from San Angelo to South Africa and provided a glimpse into the amount 

of money such a lengthy trip entailed. The cost to the army prior to the herd leaving the 

United States worked out to $100 but after the expenses of the 18,000 mile journey via New 

Orleans, the price increased to $500 a head upon delivery. The fee for the steamer came out 

to a rate of $33,000 in addition to the cost of coal, all which the British Army paid.34 Broome 
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and fellow San Angeloan Jack Miles established reputations in South Africa as ropers and as 

trick ropers. As both men worked for Anson and delivered horses for him, quite likely one of 

these two had made a distinct impression on the British soldiers: “One of the Texas hands 

who went with them (Anson's shipment) amazed the soldiers by roping a lion by the 

forelegs.”35  Broome took five hundred horses to South Africa and lost only three due to 

illness.  

Though the economic impact of the horse market in the United States was primarily 

positive, this mass delivery of so many horses had an adverse outcome on both the U.S. 

military and on farms and ranches that depended on horses. Colonel James Blake 

commented: “So anxious was the government in Washington, D. C., to supply the British 

Army in South Africa with horses and mules that to-day, May, 1903, there is a deficiency of 

them in the United States and our own cavalry regiments cannot be mounted.”36 Colonel 

James Whelan, commander of the 12th Cavalry based out of Fort Hood, Texas, spoke of the 

scarcity of horses for the division. Whelan reported that the needs of fifteen cavalry 

regiments, twenty one light artillery regiments and the other horses and mules necessary for 

the ambulance, quartermaster, commissary, and other services were directly affected by this 

shortage of horses and mules.37  In the larger markets such as Chicago the demand for horses 

                                                       
      35 Wayne Gard,"Billy Anson, Quarter Horse Champion,” The Western Horseman 
(July 1950): 17, original clipping in William Anson's files, “Billy Anson,” West Texas 
Collection. 
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      37 The Standard, August 24, 1901. 
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had driven the average price up from $25-$30 in 1898 to $149 a head by 1901.38 The price 

for a horse in San Angelo at this time ranged from $50-$70.39 In 1901, however, many San 

Angelo sellers questioned the existence of a horse shortage. The Standard reported that 

though the Breeders Gazette predicted a scarcity of cavalry horses nationwide, plenty of 

horse stock remained in the Concho Valley. The article stated that Col. Blankenship 

advertised that he would be in San Angelo for a week on a buying trip. Actually, Blankenship 

remained in the area only one day, and the horsemen who arrived throughout the week found 

no one to inspect their merchandise. The article concluded that enough horses existed to fill 

British Army requests, and buyers only needed to invest more time inspecting the San Angelo 

stock.40 Despite the opinion of some within the San Angelo community regarding the 

availability of horses for the British Army, by the end of the war in 1902 the effects of such a 

mass exodus of livestock became a problem nationwide.  

In San Angelo, William Anson also noticed this regression. Anson wrote, “At the 

close, we found that there were not any of our best ponies left in Texas. In selling their good 

pony mares, many breeders had disposed of one of their best assets, and it is only the last 

year or two that attention has been again called to this valuable breed.”41 The October 25, 

1902 edition of The Standard reprinted an article from the National Live Stock Reporter 

which also commented on the apparent horse shortage that drove up the market price for 
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good horses. While costs ranged from $175-$675, the quality of the stock caused alarm. The 

article concluded that "country buyers have but a poor chance to secure anything very high 

class, and when they do the tempting offers made by private individuals or their 

representatives usually get them away before they come to market."42 Despite the negative 

impact on the volume of available horses after the war, the overall financial benefits of trade 

with Britain bolstered the Texas economy and helped to usher in a new era of global trade for 

Texan businesses. For those in the Southwest with the ability to locate, purchase, and 

transport horses and mules on a large scale, the Second Boer War created opportunities to 

make a fortune. 

The brisk trade in livestock not only served the supply needs of the British Army but 

also provided an indirect source of fighting men as the war progressed. Many of the 

Americans engaged in the war effort in South Africa were initially hired as mule tenders or 

muleteers. As the name implies, this position involved the care and handling of the animals 

from one port to another. Many letters and dispatches sent from the war zone singled out the 

presence of Texans serving in this capacity. Byng of Vimy (Julian Byng), Viscount and 

governor general of Canada, stated that “Texas mule-tender adventurers of many nationalities 

were fighting on both sides in the Boer War, including a party of Texans which came over 

with mules, and were formed into the South African Light Horse under the command of 

Lieutenant-Colonel Byng.”43 Arthur Conan Doyle, acting as a surgeon with the British Army 

during the conflict, also noted the presence of Texans employed in South Africa as muleteers. 
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Conan Doyle reported that these men fought with the Light Horse remarking that “an 

example of the latter one squadron of the South African Horse was composed almost entirely 

of Texan muleteers, who, having come over with their animals, had been drawn by their own 

gallant spirit into the fighting line of their kinsmen.”44 The December 9, 1900 edition of The 

Standard reported that British Major Henry Scobel, as the British Remount officer in the 

United States, chartered the Hurona to take 1,500 mules and the Manchester City to transport 

2,000 mules. A large force of men, guaranteed passage to and from South Africa, 

accompanied the animals. Many of the men expected to be employed in handling the mules 

after landing. The Standard characterized the mule handlers, former teamsters with previous 

service in Cuba and the Philippines, as "typical Americans of the cowboy type, tall, wiry, 

athletic, keen-eyed, courageous fellows, used to the rough living and scanty fare of the 

western prairies."45 The Standard asserted that Major Scobel had been besieged by volunteers 

offering to serve under the British flag.46 

While mule-handlers followed their livestock into service, the factors motivating 

individuals to move from the United States to South Africa proved as diverse as the 

individual travelers. While general interest in the war carried on through the newspapers, 

some individuals were not content to simply read about the distant conflict, but desired to 

travel to South Africa to immerse themselves in the experience. Charles Hillegas, a reporter 

for the New York Daily, spent two years on the ground with the Boer forces and witnessed the 
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influx of foreign nationals into the Boer Republics. As he watched the volunteers arrive from 

the various countries, he identified several motives that would apply to those volunteering to 

fight for either side in the conflict. Hillegas stated that these men "consisted of the 

professional soldier, the man in search of loot, the man who fights for the love of justice, and 

the adventurer.”47 All of these motives influenced American volunteers. 

 One of the most well known Americans to serve with the British in the Second Boer 

War was Frederick Russell Burnham. Burnham’s autobiography, written several years after 

his return from South Africa, offers clues into the reasoning behind his decision to travel to 

South Africa in 1893. Burnham grew up on the frontier of the American Southwest. He 

gained his reputation as a scout for the U.S. Army during the Cheyenne and Apache Wars. 

During his service in South Africa he became the most highly decorated American in the war, 

receiving the Distinguished Service Order. Though Burnham’s reasons for enlistment cannot 

be applied to all Americans fighting in South Africa, his autobiography provides insight into 

one reason he and others left their homes to fight for the British. Burnham stated that while 

prospecting for gold in Arizona, “my attention was vigorously caught by the personality of 

Cecil Rhodes. In newspapers and magazines I followed the incidents of his rise with intense 

interest, and the more I learned of his character and achievements and aims the more 

infatuated I became with the man who thought in continents.”48 Burnham continued, 

“Thrilled to the core of my being, I was as one summoned by an irresistible call, and I 
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determined to go to Africa and cast my fortune with this unknown leader who so constantly 

fired my imagination.”49 After Burnham’s arrival in South Africa, British Major Allan Wilson 

questioned him as to how an American came to be in South Africa. Burnham again explained 

that he and others felt a great admiration for Cecil Rhodes. He hoped to provide his services 

as a scout to Rhodes and help "in the task of conquering this great land to which he [Rhodes] 

had set all the energies of his life.”50 In a letter to his brother-in-law Josiah Russell, he 

identified adventure and opportunism as accounting for other Americans’ willingness to 

travel to Africa. Burnham wrote: 

Fearing things have gone wrong and my luck changed I shall take military 
service with the Chartered Co. and go into the war. I will go in an independent 
troop as scout and get as pay arms and mount, rations, when possible ½ of the 
spoils and 6000 acres of land, 15 mineral claims and 5 alluvial. It will be hard 
desperate service but full of adventure and a chance to see unknown lands for 
which in spite of the long trek I still love to see more. In fact, I am infatuated 
with Africa. It is grand in size and life, is full of possibilities and not carried 
on in such a hammer and tongs way as in California. There will be 5 
Americans, hardy restless nervy men they are, who will be in the scouts. 
There will be only 20 scouts and a total of 1000 men. Bob Bain, Pete Ingram, 
Tex Long, and the Posselt brothers.51 
 
This combination of opportunism and adventure appears to have been an equally 

important deciding factor for those in San Angelo. On March 24, 1900, The Standard printed 

a letter from Felix D. Harris to his uncle Ed Harris, headlined “Bob and Felix Harris have 
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joined the Queen’s Own Scouts and are now at the front.”52 In the letter, Robert Harris 

commented that “This is a fine country to make money in; everybody has money.”53  The 

same issue of The Standard included another letter from R. E. Harris to his brother John W. 

Harris. R. E. wrote, “I will practically be my own boss, and I am going to make some money 

out of this thing before I am done with it.”54  

Evidence indicates that for many fighting for the British the reasons were more 

opportunistic than ideologically driven, while idealism is more common in those who 

volunteered with the Boer forces. Americans who sided with the Boers possessed a more 

politically motivated reasoning for their decision to fight. Charles Hillegas mentioned that 

two Texans named Starfield and Hiley gained the respect of the Boer forces because of their 

belief in the Boer cause.55 Hillegas maintained that many who supported the fight for 

independence saw the war as an attempt by England to promote its "benevolent assimilation" 

upon the Boers for the benefit of the "enlightened Anglo-Saxons of America and England."56 

Unlike their counterparts serving with the British forces, the men in the volunteer units 

fighting for the Boers did not receive any form of payment from the Transvaal governments. 

These men could not be characterized as mercenary forces as they received no compensation; 

they fought because of their belief in the cause of independence. This conviction for the Boer 
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cause and that of independence may be found in Colonel John Blake's agreement to organize 

and lead the Irish Brigade. Blake wrote that he "accepted the command on the condition that 

not one of them would expect or accept one cent of money for his services, and that all would 

fight purely for their love of liberty, and for down-trodden Ireland."57 Many pro-Boer 

Americans, among them those of Irish descent, held a deep dislike and distrust of the British 

Empire. The appeal for many of these Irish-American men in joining the Boer forces lay in 

their enmity for their traditional enemy, the English. As one Irish Brigade member stated, “it 

was not for the love of the Boer we were fighting: it was the hatred of England.”58 The 

reasoning behind the willingness of men to participate in the war varied. No matter how 

American citizens justified their travels, the lure of the war in South Africa proved to be 

irresistible. 

For volunteers setting foot on South African soil after the start of the war in 1899, the 

location of their arrival seems to have dictated the side for which they fought. As the British 

controlled all of the major ports in South Africa, those seeking to join the Boers either had to 

have been in country prior to the war, or entered through a neighboring country and then 

crossed the border. Without access to a major port of their own the Boer Republics faced 

difficulties in their ability to resupply men and equipment. Additionally, the Boers lacked a 

navy that could break the British naval blockades and allow for resupply. Nonetheless, the 

Boer Republics obtained limited access to a port through their neighbor to the north. The port 
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city of Lourenço Marques in Delgoa Bay remained in Portuguese control throughout the war, 

allowing the Boer republics to maintain restricted communication with envoys of foreign 

countries, limited resupply routes, and the ability to dispatch volunteers to the war zone.59 

For those hoping to fight for the Boer forces, Lourenço Marques offered one of the few 

opportunities to move across the border.60 Even had they wanted to, those who arrived at a 

British port would not have been able to join the Boer army. George Bent from San Angelo 

spent time in Cape Town, South Africa, and reported that once off ship the men were 

forbidden from leaving the city. Two men trying to exit the city, for purposes unknown, 

travelled 135 miles before being apprehended and forced to return.61 Once volunteers entered 

Lourenço Marques, they faced officials demanding payment of a transit tax that ranged in 

price from 8 shillings to a sovereign, depending on the official on duty at the time.62 

Authorities required the volunteers to obtain a certificate stating that they were not 

previously imprisoned and were of good character, swear that they would not carry arms into 

the Transvaal, and secure permission from the local Transvaal representative for their travel 

in the Boer republics.63 Upon the volunteers’ arrival, Boer officials boarded the train and 

carefully scrutinized all documentation, searched trunks and luggage, and confiscated all 
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arms not previously declared. Once satisfied with their visitors, they placed a white cross on 

the boots of the passengers who could then freely travel the country. Those assumed to be 

foreign volunteers seeking military action were offered complimentary railway tickets to 

Pretoria by the field-coronet (equivalent to a colonel) on duty at the time.64  

The Boer officials had a variety of volunteers to draw from as men came from all 

over the globe. Officially there were Russian, German, Dutch, Belgian, Italian, Irish, 

Scandinavian, French, American, and Jewish Commandos that served with the Boer army.65 

Many of the volunteers had prior military backgrounds and hoped to obtain commissions. 

This proved to be a disappointment as the Boers placed a greater value on experienced men 

who were familiar with the land and acquainted with the burgher mode of warfare. The 

burghers did not believe that men trained in the European mode of warfare would be 

effective leaders on the plains of South Africa.66 Those men who did initially obtain 

commissions in either army during the early stages of the war, such as Americans John 

Hassell, John Fillimore Blake, Alan Hiley, and Frederick Russell Burnham, all lived in South 

Africa before the start of hostilities and had prior military experience. This made them prime 

candidates for leadership to be sought out by both sides in the war. 
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CHAPTER III 
 
 
  

VARIETIES OF AMERICAN SERVICE  
 
 

 The American government understood that not only were its citizens employed in 

South Africa but that they saw combat on both sides. Though American law officially forbids 

foreign powers from recruiting Americans for service in their armed forces, the United States 

chose not to pursue enforcement of this policy. While some volunteers crossed the border to 

join the Boers and some enlisted in the British Army once they reached a South African port, 

others had long called Africa home and resided in the region prior to the outbreak of the war. 

Through this presence, Americans living in South Africa before the conflict began to exert 

influence within the Boer Republics. 

 One of the earliest episodes of American involvement in the internal politics of the 

South African Republics, namely the Jameson Raid (December 29, 1895- January 2, 1896), 

occurred prior to the start of the Second Boer War. This incursion into the Boer Republics 

originated through Cecil Rhodes and his lieutenant, Dr. James Leander Starr Jameson. As 

Principal Director of the British South Africa Company, Premier of the Cape Colony, 

Managing Director of De Beers Consolidated Mines, and Managing Director of Consolidated 

Gold Fields, Rhodes held considerable power in the region.1 Mining engineer John 

Hammond, an employee of Cecil Rhodes, along with other Americans in the area advocated 

strongly for Uitlander rights in South Africa. Foreign nationals, or Uitlanders (outlander) as 
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the Boers called them, had no right to vote despite being required to pay high taxes to the 

government. For some Americans in South Africa, this harkened back to the issue of taxation 

without representation which had galvanized the public in the American Revolution. In 

response to their disenfranchisement, the Uitlanders formed the Johannesburg Reform 

Committee to address the needs of the foreign population in South Africa and its relationship 

with the Boer Government. In particular, the committee sought redress from Boer political 

and economic restrictions.2 With the discovery of vast gold and diamond resources in South 

Africa, the desire for profits and control of these gold mines furthered the aspirations of the 

Uitlanders for a greater voice in regional politics.   

Under the pretense of Uitlander rights, Rhodes instigated a conspiracy to overthrow 

the legitimate governments in the Boer Republics. Working with Rhodes and Jameson, 

Hammond planned an armed uprising of Uitlanders.3 On December 31, 1895, Hammond 

arranged a meeting of the Reform Committee in Johannesburg. The group voted 495 to 5 in 

favor of taking up arms. To secure a secret shipment of weapons, Hammond met with other 

leaders of the Reform Committee. The conspirators began shipping guns and ammunition in 

empty Standard Oil drums to Johannesburg. Members of this same Reform Committee 

formed into a militia unit called the George Washington Corps and began military drilling, 

intending to take and hold Johannesburg until Jameson and his raiders arrived and relieved 

them.4 This proved moot as, on January 2, the Boers captured Jameson twenty miles from 
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Johannesburg at Doornknop. Hammond, Captain Thomas Mein, Victor M. Clement, Charles 

Butters, J.S. Curtis, and two other Americans were immediately arrested for treason against 

the Boer Republic. These seven Americans, along with fifty-seven other men, stood trial on 

April 27, 1896, for their planned uprising. The next day, Judge Reinhold Gregorowski 

handed down the death sentence for Frank Rhodes, George Farrar, Lionel Phillips, and John 

Hammond as they had signed an incriminating document found in Jameson’s possession.5 

The remaining men received a sentence of two years imprisonment. Due to pressure from the 

American government for leniency, the Executive Council of the South African Republic 

commuted the death sentence to 15 years imprisonment on May 19; however, none of the 

Americans served extensive prison time. On May 20, the Executive Council further reduced 

the sentence to monetary punishment, and Thomas Mein, Charles Butters, and J.S. Curtis 

gained freedom upon payment of $10,000 each. Hammond, the acknowledged ringleader of 

the operation, obtained his release that same day when Cecil Rhodes personally paid the 

$100,000 penalty levied against him. The remaining Americans left prison after posting 

smaller amounts.6  

The case of John Hammond and other Americans in South Africa reflects neither the 

ideal of independence nor the promotion of Anglo-Saxon interests. Though the advocacy of 

Uitlander rights held true for many foreigners living in South Africa, the lack of a concerted 

campaign to obtain these rights through lawful means indicates motives other than securing 
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voting privileges. This early example of Americans engaging in South African politics, thus, 

revolved around a desire for greater access to and control of the gold and diamond mines.  

The Jameson Raid served as a precursor to the Second Boer War, which drew larger 

numbers of Americans into direct involvement. These individuals fulfilled a variety of roles 

ranging from authorized military observers and scouts to engineers and muleteers. A small 

number of these served in a semi-official capacity, but the majority volunteered without 

government sanction. The formal military presence in South Africa consisted of a small 

contingent of military attachés sent by the United States government between 1899 and 1901. 

The role of the military attachés consisted of travelling with and observing the tactics and 

organization of the respective forces to which they were assigned and summarizing their 

findings for the United States Army. Captain Stephen L’Hommedieu Slocum of the Eighth 

Cavalry accompanied the British and sent back official reports to the American Army. 

Captain Carl Reichmann of the Seventh Infantry served in the same capacity with the Boer 

army because of his ability to speak Dutch. Captain Reichmann’s 165-page report stands to 

this day as the most in-depth and detailed eyewitness account of the Boer army during the 

Second Boer War.  

Captain Reichmann’s analysis of the Boer position in the Transvaal appeared in a 

syndicated newspaper article reprinted in The Standard. The article reported Reichmann's 

opinion on the Boers and the war in the Transvaal. He believed the war began to get worse 

for the Boers once they lost the railroad at Lourenço Marques in 1900. After that, the type of 

fighting shifted from large scale engagements to a guerrilla war, with the Boers facing a ratio 

of eight British troops to one Boer in a typical battle. Reichmann expressed a lack of 
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confidence that the Boers could continue to maintain hope of victory but felt certain that they 

would resist to the last man. In the article, Reichmann responded to accusations that he 

personally led the Boer forces at the battle of Sanna's Post, a charge which he denied.7  He 

insisted that he maintained his position in the company of the Dutch and French attachés 

during the course of fighting.8 A charge such as the one leveled against Reichmann—that is, 

against an official military observer fighting for either side—would have been highly unusual 

and a violation of international neutrality. However, John Hassell, serving with the American 

Scouts (a unit made up of American volunteers in the Boer army), reported that he was 

approached by a man in Ladysmith who claimed to be the U.S. military attaché but then 

confessed that he had secretly come to fight for the Boers. The man pleaded with Hassell not 

to reveal his identity as he feared that the U.S. War Department would recall him. The man 

served for a short time with the American Scouts though his true identity was never 

uncovered.9 While some have speculated that this unnamed source was Reichmann, evidence 

would indicate otherwise. In his official account to the U.S. Army, Reichmann stated that 

during the battle at Sanna's Post he remained in the presence of Lieutenant Nix, the Dutch 

attaché who was wounded by shrapnel. Reichmann, Captain Demange, the French attaché, 

and Captain Allum, the Norwegian attaché, bound Nix’s injury and after the battle rode out to 
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witness the capture of British prisoners.10 The Boers soundly defeated the British, taking 427 

prisoners in three hours, while losing only three men.11 Given these circumstances, it is 

unlikely that Reichmann would have been needed to lead Boer combat forces. The presence 

of other attachés in the area makes it doubtful that he would have acted in an unprofessional 

manner; however, questions about his involvement beyond the official attaché role may never 

be answered. 

In the course of his duties, Reichmann encountered many volunteers from different 

nationalities serving with the Boer forces. He stated that "Volunteers, generally, have played 

a considerable part in this war; they were mostly foreigners, adventurers, amateurs, active, 

retired, and ex-officers of foreign armies."12 Reichmann observed that the foreign volunteers 

often endured the brunt of the fighting as he considered the Boers better hunters than 

soldiers. As such, a Boer preferred to retire from a position after engaging the enemy while 

the volunteer units would hold a position until the end. On many occasions Reichmann 

observed the Boers pull back from a conflict and not inform the foreign units of the 

withdrawal. This pattern had disastrous results for the German and Dutch corps at 

Elandslaagte, as well as the Russian unit under Colonel Maximov which suffered heavy 

casualties at the battle of Thaba Nchu.13 Reichmann stated that during the battle of Spion 
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Kop on January 25, 1900, "the leading detachments consisted mostly of foreigners; in the 

abortive attack on Mafeking a detachment of foreigners led, which was sent for that purpose 

from Pretoria, and General Snyman, the worse of all the Boer generals, failed to send the 

reinforcements previously agreed upon." Reichmann also characterized the volunteer units as 

superior to the Boer ones when it came to reconnaissance due to the volunteers’ offensive 

spirit and willingness to take the fight to the enemy.14 

As an observer in the British Army, Captain Slocum travelled with General Redvers 

Buller and General John French in Northern Natal. Later Slocum served with Lord Kitchener 

and Lord Roberts in the Orange Free State. During his time with the British Army, Captain 

Slocum encountered Americans attached to a battery of .303 caliber Colt-Browning M1895 

machine guns. Led by an ex-U.S. cavalryman, the gun crew included four other Americans in 

the battery.  Additionally Slocum met with fellow countryman Major Lewis Seymour who 

led a volunteer unit known as the Railway Pioneer Regiment. This unit went along the 

railway lines and repaired tracks and bridges destroyed by the Boer Commandos. While 

working on the bridge over the Zand River, Seymour met his death at the hands of a unit of 

Americans serving with the Boer Army.15  

While Reichmann and Slocum served in capacities officially sanctioned by the United 

States government, other Americans served in an unsanctioned role as scouts. This role 

garnered the most attention by the British and Boer governments during the conflict. For 

many of the Americans in South Africa the role of scout appeared an obvious fit. Due to 
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experience gained while living along the western frontier, some Americans possessed a 

natural ability to scout for the army, an attribute that both the British and Boer forces 

recognized. Though volunteers hailed from all parts of the country, those singled out in 

dispatches, autobiographies, or monographs for their scouting abilities generally came from 

the western regions. The role of the scout, in its simplest form, was to locate the enemy and 

gather and report intelligence. The scout acted as the eyes and ears of the commanding 

officers. Secondary to this, the scout participated in sabotage behind enemy lines, disrupted 

communications of the enemy forces, and acted as a vanguard for deploying friendly units.  

The Boers also possessed a natural talent for scouting, and officials considered them 

highly effective in their use and knowledge of the local terrain. In concert with the American 

scouts, the Boer forces maintained a highly developed intelligence network that easily 

located and identified the movements of the British army. The British military leadership 

indeed retained a definite respect for the scouting abilities of the Boer forces. Sir George 

White, Commander of British Forces at Ladysmith, commented that from the first day of the 

campaign his men continued to be unable to move a gun, unless at midnight, due to the 

excellent intelligence they gathered.16 Boer scouts constituted no separate unit within the 

army; typically when the need for information arose, the commanding officer simply asked 

for volunteers to ride out and report back on what they observed of the enemy. However, as 

the war progressed the Boer forces increasingly used the foreign volunteer corps, soon 

relying heavily upon the information these units provided.17 In the British Army, on the other 
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hand, the role of scout typically fell under the domain of the cavalry units. This strategy 

proved to be ineffectual during the early stages of the war as the British reconnoitered only 

the ground close at hand, rather than riding far in advance of the main column.18 The type of 

scouting used during the American Indian Wars proved to be of great value to both the 

British and Boer forces as the contributions of these American scouts affected the outcome of 

many battles. 

 The actions of Frederick Russell Burnham best illustrate the scouting abilities of the 

Americans who served in the Second Boer War. Upon arrival in South Africa in April of 

1893, Burnham travelled from Durban, Natal, then north to Mashonaland. Burnham initially 

came to South Africa as a mining prospector and hoped to gain employment with the British 

South Africa Company (BSAC).19 Founded by Cecil Rhodes, the BSAC modeled its 

operations on the British East India Company. Upon gaining employment as a scout for the 

BSAC, Burnham participated in the defeat of the Matabele tribe led by King Lobengula.20 In 

the course of his work with the BSAC, Burnham developed a friendship with Lord Baden-

Powell, founder of the Boy Scouts. In 1896, Burnham and Powell spent many nights out on 

the African plains scouting for movements of the Matabele impi (impi is the Zulu word for 

any armed body of men), then in a state of war with the white colonists in Rhodesia. In the 

evenings the two men shared stories of past adventures and discussed their philosophies of 
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scouting and woodcraft. Burnham related his experiences as a U.S. Cavalry Scout during the 

Apache Wars as well as his actions during the 1893 war against the Matabele. Baden-Powell, 

in a letter to his mother, described Burnham as "the most delightful companion...amusing, 

interesting, and most instructive. Having seen service against the Red Indians he brings quite 

a new experience to bear on the Scouting work here. And while he talks away there's not a 

thing escapes his quick roving eye, whether it is on the horizon or at his feet."21 Burnham's 

encounter with Baden-Powell and their subsequent discussions on the art of scouting and 

woodcraft later influenced the organization of the Boy Scout movement.22  

During his time with the BSAC, Burnham also served with a fellow American scout 

Pete Ingram. Burnham wrote to his uncle Josiah Russell that, “My principal companion in 

most of my hard rides is a California lad about 22 years old (Pete Pearl Ingram). He has good 

nerve and is a fine fellow.”23 Colonel John Blake confirmed the presence of Burnham and 

Ingram, writing that they were the only two survivors of the disastrous Shangani Patrol 

incident (December 3-4, 1893) when enlisted with British Major Allan Wilson’s command 

during the First Matabele War. Led by Major Wilson, the Shangani Patrol’s objective was to 

capture King Lobengula, leader of the Ndebele nation (an indigenous tribe located in 

Rhodesia, modern day Zimbabwe, the Ndebele were referred to by the British as the 

Matabele). Consisting of twenty-one men, including Ingram, Burnham, and a third American, 
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Robert Bain, the Patrol reconnoitered the area until it came upon the King’s location. As the 

Ndebele warriors surrounded the patrol, Wilson dispatched Burnham and Ingram to seek 

reinforcements. By the time the two men returned all the members of the Shangani Patrol, 

including Bain, had been killed during a violent last stand.24  

  After the end of the Second Matabele War in October 1897, Burnham returned to the 

United States where he moved to Alaska to take part in the Klondike Gold Rush.25 While 

prospecting in Alaska, he received a telegram from Lord Frederick Roberts stating that “Lord 

Roberts appoints you on his personal staff as Chief of Scouts. If you accept, come at once 

quickest way possible.”26 Burnham left immediately and headed back on his way to South 

Africa, this time as captain and Chief of Scouts for the British Army. Such a personal request 

from a high ranking British official to an American civilian was highly unusual; however, 

during his service to Cecil Rhodes on his first trip to South Africa, Burnham earned an 

excellent reputation as both a scout and soldier. He wrote to his mother Rebecca Russell 

Burnham in 1893 that, “Dr. Jameson says that if there were ten Burnhams, Lobengula would 

have been captured weeks ago.27 (The Dr. Jameson referenced is the same Leaner Starr 

Jameson responsible for the Jameson Raid.)  
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 In addition to gathering information on troop movements, Burnham participated in 

sabotage raids against the Boer rail and communication lines.  Captured twice by the Boers 

and escaping both times, he engaged in many successful raids that damaged the Boer war 

effort. Captain Slocum reported Burnham’s actions in his official observations of the British 

Army for the United States Army. Slocum recorded: "Railroad blown up north of Germiston 

by F. R. Burnham, an American volunteer with British intelligence department, who was 

habitually three or four days in advance of the army, and rendered most valuable service.”28 

Upon being seriously wounded in June of 1900, however, Burnham evacuated to Dunnotter 

Castle in England for recovery.29 He obtained promotion to the rank of major and received 

the honor of dinner with the Queen. In recognition of his service the British government 

presented Burnham with the Queen’s South African Medal with four campaign bars and the 

Distinguished Service Order (the second highest military medal awarded by the British 

army). Superiors recommended him for the Victoria Cross, Britain’s highest military award, 

but he declined this honor because it would mean forfeiture of his American citizenship.30 

After his recovery, Burnham returned to the United States and settled in California. 

One of the more well-known units to fight for the Boers was the Irish Brigade led by 

John Filimore Blake. Born in Missouri in 1856, Blake grew up in Denton County, Texas. In 
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1871, Blake attended Arkansas State University and eventually made his way to West Point.31  

He graduated from West Point on June 12, 1880, and served with the US Sixth Cavalry. In 

that capacity, he commanded a company of Navajo Scouts.32 Blake arrived in South Africa 

on January 12, 1895, traveled to Rhodesia, and, like Frederick Russell Burnham, became 

caught up in the turmoil against the Ndebele.33 Blake quickly grew disgusted by Rhodes’ 

British South Africa Company’s treatment of the native population. The indiscriminate 

hangings and shootings that accompanied the suppression of the Ndebele tribe led Blake to 

refer to Lord Joseph Chamberlin, Alfred Milner, and Cecil Rhodes as the "unholy trinity."34 

He eventually made his way to Pretoria as the threat of renewed warfare with England 

enveloped the Transvaal. 

 Blake and others of Irish descent formed the Irish Brigade and quickly offered their 

services to the Boer leadership. Primarily Irish-Americans and Irish nationals, the Irish 

Brigade became the largest single force of Americans fighting for the Boer side. While the 

unit contained the designation of brigade, that categorization is not entirely accurate. There 

simply were not enough men to make up a brigade. A brigade consists of three to six 

battalions along with their supporting elements; 300-1200 men comprise a battalion. The 

average makeup of the Irish Brigade ran around 200 men. Sources vary as to the exact 

number, with John Blake listing the total size of his unit at 300, Michael Davitt estimating 
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100 to 200, Conan Doyle reporting 250, and The Times History of the South Africa War 

recording 100.35 Irish nationals comprised the majority of those serving, with Americans 

contributing the second largest contingent.36 With the exclusion of Blake, and ten other men 

who previously served in the British Army, most of the enlistees of the Irish Brigade had no 

prior military experience.  

One of the first engagements for the Irish Brigade came on October 20, 1899, at the 

battle of Talana Hill. During this battle thirty of Blake's men faced off against the Royal 

Dublin Fusiliers. Though it proved a tactical victory for the British, Blake's men escaped the 

battlefield and captured 253 Hussars and Fusiliers.37 Ten days later, the Irish Brigade returned 

to combat at the battle of Ladysmith. During the British bombardment, the Boer artillery 

failed to return fire due to the deaths of the gun crews and a lack of ammunition bearers. 

Blake then requested volunteers to run the gauntlet between the ammunition stores and the 

empty guns. Seven men answered the call, with three losing their lives. Partly due to the 

actions of the Irish Brigade the Boers repulsed the British advance and claimed victory. 

Blake received a shrapnel wound in the arm during the fighting, which left his arm paralyzed. 

After this battle Blake’s unit became strongly associated with the artillery service.38 The Irish 

Brigade suffered a number of losses as the war progressed and soon needed replacements. 
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Blake hoped that his fellow Irish-Americans back home would answer the call of liberty and 

arrive to help fight the British. 

 In the United States the pro-Irish organizations attempted to circumvent U.S. law in 

order to send Irish-Americans to the Transvaal. As U.S. law did not permit the recruitment of 

American citizens for foreign service, pro-Boer groups such as the Ancient Order of 

Hibernians aggressively sought a solution. As the major pro-Boer organizations could not 

openly recruit American citizens to fight in a foreign war, they relied on wealthy individuals 

to fund and equip the Irish-American volunteers. In his autobiography Blake commented 

that, “it was through the efforts of my trusted old Arizona friend, Colonel John F. Finerty, of 

Chicago, and my new and most highly esteemed friend, Patrick J. Judge, of Holyoke, Mass., 

that sufficient money was raised by private subscriptions to equip thoroughly the Ambulance 

Corps of fifty-eight men and land them in the Transvaal.”39  

Many Americans serving with the Irish Brigade arrived in South Africa by donning 

the armband of the Red Cross. The Irish-American Ambulance Corps traveled from New 

York to the Portuguese East African port of Lourenço Marques, then took a train to South 

Africa. Once in Pretoria the Irish-Americans lined up in front of President Paul Kruger. The 

President stated that he understood that they had come to South Africa to serve the cause of 

righteousness, and that those fighting for righteousness would be saved. He then explained 

that the Irish-Americans would be assigned to General du Toit's Commando and serve at 
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Fourteen Streams.40 The New York Times reported the departure of an all Irish-American 

ambulance corps for South Africa. An article dated February 11, 1900,  stated: “Under the 

auspices of the United States Irish Societies of Chicago thirty-nine young soldiers will leave 

the Lake Shore station tomorrow morning bound for New York, whence they will sail for 

Lourenco [sic] Marques to act as an ambulance corps in the Boer army. They will be joined 

by eleven volunteers from Boston before leaving New York.”41 The Chicago Daily News 

reported that on February 15, 1900, fifty-eight ambulance men departed aboard the La 

Gascogne from New York.42 Designated as the Irish-American Ambulance Corps, the group’s 

stated purpose was to provide aid as medical personnel and non-combatants to the soldiers of 

the Boer Army. The Irish-American Ambulance Corps volunteers signed affidavits pledging 

that, as representatives of the Red Cross, they would not take up arms in the Transvaal. 

Medical doctors generally held true to their original charter and served in the Transvaal as the 

Red Cross intended; yet, the majority of drivers and corpsmen, upon arriving in South Africa, 

took their arm bands off and picked up rifles.43 Colonel Blake reported a specific incident of 

the British ambulance drivers removing their Red Cross arm band and taking up arms: “At 

Spion Kop, General Buller had many of the ambulance men remove their Red Crosses and 
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take the rifle during the battle. We captured several of these and they told the whole story.”44 

In April 1900, Blake erroneously received word from Pretoria of 1,000 men arriving at 

Delgoa Bay with the Irish-American Ambulance Corps.45 When only fifty-eight volunteers 

actually appeared, Blake wrote: “Now I felt so thoroughly disappointed that I made up my 

mind to drop dead on the spot, but was saved from such a terrible ordeal by the idea suddenly 

occurring to me that possibly others would soon follow. I long lived in hope, but only to be 

disappointed in the end, for no more ever came.”46   

While certainly welcomed by Blake, the types of men who travelled to South Africa 

from America were not as highly regarded by other observers in the field. Writing on the 

subject of Blake’s Irish Americans, Byron Farwell stated:  

The Reverend Henry James Batts, an English Baptist minister whom the 
Boers had allowed to stay in the country, first encountered them (the Irish-
American Ambulance Corps) lounging about the Grand Hotel in Pretoria 
wearing Red Cross armbands. “I was not much impressed by their 
appearance,” said Batts, “only that I would not like to meet them on a dark 
night.” A few days later he saw the same men with rifles and bandoliers, 
marching off under Blake to be presented to Kruger, who gave them a short 
speech, telling them to obey their officers and take care of their horses. Of 
the fifty-three members of the ambulance unit all but the five surgeons and 
the two nurses had exchanged their Red Cross brassards for rifles.47 
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Upon arriving in South Africa the new enlistees quickly went into action. Joining with 

General De La Ray at Brandfort, 120 men of the resupplied Irish Brigade faced Lord 

Roberts. This encounter proved to be the last conventional battle in which the Irish Brigade 

participated.48 Throughout the rest of the war, the Irish Brigade engaged in the hit and run 

tactics of guerrilla warfare. Blake felt that by destroying the bridges in the Orange Free State, 

the Boers would be able to slow down the advance of the British resupply convoys and thus 

immobilize their army. He appealed to and received permission from the Boer government to 

delay the British advance by destroying select targets.49 Blake's exploits during the Boer's 

retreat did not escape the newspapers back home. The February 5, 1901 edition of the 

Spokane Daily Chronicle stated:  

It is reported in London that the Boers, commanded by Blake, are threatening 
Lourenço Marques and that Portugal has requested British assistance. It is 
further asserted that a British squadron has been ordered to Lourenço 
Marques. No official confirmation of the report is obtainable. The Blake 
referred to in the above dispatch is probably John Y. Fillmore Blake, who was 
in command of a regiment of Irish-American rough riders in the service of the 
Transvaal. Blake, who is an old West Pointer, first went to the Transvaal in 
1894 or 1895.50 
 

As the war drew to an end Blake met with President Kruger, then departing for exile in 

Europe. Kruger shook his hand and expressed gratitude for the work the Irish Brigade had 

done in service of the Boer Republics. Blake later told the Irishmen that they were to be 
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disbanded but that he and thirty others would continue the fight to the bitter end.51 Blake 

returned to the United States after the war and died of asphyxiation in his Harlem, New York, 

home on July 24, 1907. 

 J. A. Murphy, one of the men from Blake's Irish Brigade, eventually made his way to 

San Angelo where he visited the city as sales agent for Thomas, Cusack & Company, an 

outdoor sign business from Chicago. During his stay in San Angelo, Murphy gave an 

interview about his experiences in the South African war which was printed in The Standard 

on January 11, 1902. Murphy related that he left Chicago on February 2, 1900, with forty 

other Americans (with the Ambulance Corps) to join the Irish Brigade at Pretoria. While with 

Blake's unit, Murphy fought in multiple battles at Brandford, Vet River, Sand River, Klip 

River Station, Wonderfontein, and Belfast. He also took part in Boer General Botha's retreat 

from Bloemfontein. During the withdrawal, twenty-four men of the Irish Brigade were killed 

in skirmishes with Lord Roberts’ forces. As the British stormed Pretoria, Murphy and other 

Americans escaped by train, left the service, and eventually travelled back to the United 

States via Austria and Switzerland. When asked if he thought the British would win the war, 

Murphy replied: "No, I do not believe the British will ever conquer those people, they are 

fighting for their rights, they know the country and can take advantage of shelter, and it is 

hard to foresee the British soldiers up against them when they are under the cover of the 

rocks."52 
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 The Irish Brigade was not the only group of Americans serving in support of the 

Boers. Led by former U.S. Cavalry officer John Hassell, the American Scouts operated as an 

officially sanctioned Commando in the Boer army. Hassell went to South Africa prior to the 

outbreak of hostilities as a mining engineer and offered his expertise as a soldier in a Boer 

Commando when the war started, fighting at Ladysmith and the Tugela River. After his initial 

service, Hassell sought and obtained permission to form the American Scouts, a unit made up 

of sixty American volunteers who did not feel comfortable with Blake's Irish Brigade or 

another Boer Commando.53 Among those serving with Hassell’s unit was Texas Captain Alan 

R.I. Hiley. Michael Davitt, former British Member of Parliament, writing a firsthand account 

of his time in South Africa, observed that Captain John Hassell retained the services of Texan 

cowboys who worked as scouts.54 Howard Hillegas also confirmed that Hiley and another 

Texan named Starfield served with Hassell’s group.55 According to Hillegas, Starfield 

claimed the honor of eluding 200 British soldiers for half a day, while Hiley was the best 

marksmen of the unit.56 In 1902, Hassell and Hiley published a book of their reflections on 

the war entitled The Mobile Boer: Being the record of the observations of two Burgher 

Officers, which provided insight into the activities of Americans serving within the unit.   
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One of the more notable individuals serving with the American Scouts was J. N. 

King, alias “Dynamite Dick.” Born in Reading, Pennsylvania, Hillegas described King as 

resembling Napoleon in appearance and character, noting that he "loved blood as much as the 

little Corsican."57 He was known for his demolition expertise and as one “who seemed 

determined on leaving nothing behind capable of use in any form by the British that could be 

moved by dynamite or destroyed by fire.”58 Despite King's destructive reputation, he 

performed one act in particular that endeared him to the Boers. At the battle of Vaalkrantz, 

Alec Brand, the son of a former President of Orange Free State, fell wounded between the 

British and Boer lines. Hearing his cries for help, King and a Boer soldier slipped out into 

no-man's-land the next night and rescued the ex-President's son.  After receiving medical 

attention, Brand recovered and rejoined the war three months later.59 Another recruit under 

Hassell’s command was James Foster. Hassell described Foster, alias the “Arizona Kid,” as 

“in the U.S. army, both at home and in Cuba [with Roosevelt's Rough Riders] during the war, 

[he] was a typical American cowboy …frolicsome, lithe and reckless, always ready for any 

excitement, to take part in any sort of enterprise no matter what desperate chances were 

involved.”60 He had come to South Africa on a ship carrying mules, joined the British 

transport service to get to the front, and then deserted to the Boers.61 
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Several other notable volunteers saw action with the American Scouts in the Boer 

army. Perhaps the oldest of these men was John Shea who held the rank of lieutenant. 

Hillegas described Shea as “a grey-haired man who might have had grand-children old 

enough to fight.”62 Shea had fought in the Spanish-American War and, like many of his 

countrymen fighting for the Boers, signed on because he believed in the righteousness of the 

Boer cause. He became the designated guardian of the youngest known American serving 

with either army, William Young, then thirteen years old. Young, an orphan adopted by the 

American Scouts, witnessed all but two of the battles in Natal and many battles in the Orange 

Free State. Also with the American Scouts was Able-Bodied Seaman William Thompson, 

previously posted on the U.S.S. Wabash.63  

  Another U.S. citizen, George Labram, significantly impacted the war. Like John 

Hammond and others employed in South Africa prior to 1899, Labram worked in the mining 

industry as the Chief Mechanical Engineer for the De Beers diamond mines.  A well 

respected engineer, he made his most famous contribution to South African history through 

his ingenuity. During the Boer siege of Kimberley in 1900, Labram proved instrumental in 

keeping the city’s 45,000 civilians and 564 British soldiers from falling into Boer captivity. 

The siege lasted from October 14, 1899, until February 15, 1900.  Prior to the siege Labram 

helped organize the hastily prepared defenses for the city. He set up an emergency fresh-

water supply system, created a refrigeration plant for food storage, and outfitted two armored 
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trains.64 He also built searchlights to detect enemy approaches at night, installed a telephone 

system which kept the city’s military leaders in contact with each other, and oversaw the 

construction of facilities which enabled the manufacturing of ammunition (at a rate of sixty 

to seventy shells a day) to replace the dwindling British supply.65 Due to his previously 

demonstrated engineering success, Lieutenant Colonel Robert Kekewich approached Labram 

to build a gun capable of reaching the Boers surrounding the town. On the way to relieve the 

besieged town with Lord Roberts, Captain Burnham stated:  

With this in mind, Rhodes asked Le Brun (Labram) if he had ever built a 
cannon. Only as a boy, said the American, when he built one for the Fourth of 
July “to celebrate the time we licked the British. ’Well,’ said Rhodes, ‘build 
one now to celebrate the time you are to save the British.’ It must be as big as 
the Krupp that is bombarding us. Its range must exceed two miles.’ In the 
great machine shops of the De Beers Mining Company there was some big 
steel shafting.  This Le Brun (Labram) bored, making a marvelous gun 
carrying a one-hundred-pound shell. The gun was christened ‘Long Cecil’ and 
soon shot a lengthy message into the laager of the astonished Boers.66 
 
From drawing board to working weapon, the creation and manufacture of “Long 

Cecil” took twenty-four days. Many of the tools needed to complete the gun had to be 

fashioned on site. The gun shot a 104mm shell up to 8,000 yards.67 To place that in a 

contemporary context the 105mm Howitzer used by American forces in World War II fired a 
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shell 12,325 yards.68 The “Long Cecil’s” range is more impressive considering that the gun 

was built out of scratch materials, with tools fabricated under bombardment from a besieging 

army, by a person not trained as a weapons engineer. Labram’s gun helped to fend off the 

Boers and keep the city of Kimberley in British hands. Labram did not live to see the relief of 

Kimberley as he was killed by a Boer artillery shell on February 9, 1900, one week before 

the siege ended. In appreciation of Labram's service, the British government awarded his 

wife an annual stipend of $1,000 for life. In addition, the DeBeers Company provided an 

annuity of $500 dollars a year to Mrs. Labram and $1,000 yearly for their thirteen year old 

son until he came of age.69 

Still other Americans served in direct combat roles, though not always in a unit made 

up primarily of their countrymen. One of the top artillerists for the Boer army was Otto Von 

Lossberg who had served with General Nelson Miles in the Spanish-American War. Howard 

Hillegas stated that of all the Americans who fought for the Boers, none did greater service 

nor was more respected by the Boer Commanders than Von Lossberg.70 Though born in 

Germany, Von Lossberg was a naturalized citizen of the United States and originally went to 

the Transvaal in search of gold. At the battle of Sanna's Post, the artillery battery Von 

Lossberg served in inflicted heavy damage on General Robert Broadwood's troops. Von 

Lossberg fought alongside a fellow American of German descent, Baron Ernst Von Wrangel, 
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who previously held the rank of corporal with Teddy Roosevelt's Rough Riders in the 

Spanish-American War.71 Richard Harding Davis, an American journalist in South Africa, 

recalled that when he and Von Lossberg encountered the President of the Orange Free State, 

the President stated that "This is an American you should be proud of. We certainly are."72 

It was not unusual for Americans to be aware of counterparts fighting for the 

opposing force. Colonel John Blake of the Irish Brigade knew of his countryman Frederick 

Burnham’s enlistment with the British and held a particularly poor opinion of him. Blake 

wrote:  

As this man Burnham often ran to America to boast and deceive, I will say 
half a dozen words about him. He first claimed that he was a scout in 
America, but all soon learned that there was no truth in his claim. At the time 
of the Matabele War in 1896, he showed himself in his true light. He was of 
no earthly use at Buluwayo, for all knew him, so he went to Hangwe, a few 
miles to the south. Here he shot an innocent, unarmed Kaffir, if he shot one at 
all, and reported that he had shot and killed M'Limo, the Kaffir war-god. He 
was told that he was really a wonderful man and undoubtedly the greatest shot 
in the world. So ignorant is he, that Burnham did not know that M'Limo was a 
myth, a great Spirit, to whom the Matabele would pray and look to as their 
guide.73 
 

Despite Blake’s opinion, Burnham’s exploits garnered the attention of other Americans 

serving with the Boer army. In The Mobile Boer Hassell wrote, “The next day F.R. Burnham, 

the American scout, who had served the British in all the late Kaffir wars, destroyed the 

railroad between Elandsfontein and Pretoria, which cut off the retreat by rail from 
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Johannesburg to Pretoria, the British troops occupying Germiston, the junction, after a slight 

skirmish.”74 

 Other recorded events indicate the animosity Americans on opposing sides felt for 

one another. Blake’s memoirs spoke of two Americans in the British army, Major Lewis 

Seymour and Major Joseph Clement, who served as military engineers in the First Railway 

Pioneer Regiment. Blake’s comments regarding the death of his fellow countrymen indicated 

that the passion surrounding this distant conflict often proved stronger than the bonds of 

nationality. The following passage illustrated the enmity:  

It was while some Anglo-American engineers were trying to repair this bridge, 
that Majors Seymour and Clements, (both Americans) were killed by General 
De Wet. I am sure that neither I nor the Irish boys would have shed a tear had 
the whole lot been killed. All were mercenaries in the strict sense of the word, 
and this class of men are not fit to live in country.75 
 

Another event involving Captain Alan Hiley of the American Scouts further demonstrated 

that for Americans fighting against each other in pursuit of foreign aims political sympathies 

often overrode their status as countrymen. Hillegas wrote that Hiley claimed the distinction 

of having hunted and killed a fellow American, Lieutenant Carron of Lord Loch’s Horse, on 

April 21st at the battle of the Modder River.76  

On other occasions, the commonality of American citizenship overcame the 

animosity and fellow countrymen engaged civilly. After the Boer victory at Sanna's Post, an 
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American who served in a Boer Commando quickly identified several of his compatriots 

captured with the British forces. Prior to the prisoners being removed from the field of battle 

the American approached them for friendly conversation. The men then gathered to discuss 

the war and the merits of the side they chose to serve.77  

 One of the more poignant encounters between Americans fighting on opposite sides 

occurred on July 16, 1901. During a skirmish with the British, Walter Wilson, a twenty-six 

year old American serving with the Irish Brigade, was mortally wounded. Two of his 

comrades, a Boer national and a fellow American known simply as Chris, set out to locate the 

missing man. They found Wilson lying near death on the battlefield. Another American stood 

over him in the uniform of the British Colonial Irregulars. Upon seeing the two-man search 

party he called out that "Wilson wishes to speak to you." The Colonial Irregular told his 

comrades to hold their fire as the two men approached. Wilson reportedly told Chris to "Tell 

the boys goodbye and I will meet them at the Great Divide." The Colonial Irregular then 

asked for Wilson's home address and told Chris that he would write to Wilson’s parents. The 

two Americans shook hands and parted company over the body of their fellow countryman 

and returned to opposing camps.78 

 For many Americans serving with the Boer forces, capture by the British was 

inevitable as the war progressed. Those apprehended faced either imprisonment or 

deportation. Few written accounts of those held prisoner during the Boer War exist; yet, there 

is one known, that of Irish-American Arthur Donnelly. Originally from San Francisco, 
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Donnelly served with a Boer Commando under General Piet Cronje. Near the town of 

Magersfontein, Donnelly found himself caught out between the British and Boer lines. While 

searching for cover Donnelly located the body of a Red Cross physician hidden under tall 

grass. Donnelly exchanged his papers for the dead physician’s and upon capture was sent to 

Cape Town and incarcerated on the prison ship, the Manila. He and two Boers attempted to 

jump ship on New Year's night and swim to shore. One man made it, but Donnelly and the 

other man were recaptured. Several days later, based on his stolen Red Cross identity papers, 

the British returned Donnelly to the Boer army.79 Additionally, the American proprietress 

(from Brooklyn) of the Jones Hotel in Pretoria told journalist Richard Harding Davis that her 

husband (from Cincinnati) was a British prisoner with Boer General Piet Cronje on the island 

of St. Helena.80 The British also held twelve Americans in their prisoner of war camps in 

Ceylon, four in Bermuda, and a number in St. Helena.81  

For those Americans not imprisoned with the Boer forces, the threat of deportation 

remained. In the summer of 1900, the British transported 1,600 foreigners from South Africa 

to the Netherlands, fifteen of which claimed American citizenship. Eight of these men were 

suspects in a plot to kill Lord Frederick Roberts and other officers; one faced accusations of 

spying for the Boers; and one served as a combatant with the Red Cross Ambulance 
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Corps.(the crimes of the remaining five are not recorded).82 British officials deported these 

men to the Netherlands without due process, money, or provisions.  

 Regardless of the roles they played, their motives for fighting, or their ultimate fates, 

the Americans who flocked to South Africa found themselves in a fierce battle where the 

common bonds of nationality often fell victim to political aims. Still, both Britons and Boers 

placed high value on the talents and ingenuity American participants brought to the conflict, 

and their efforts helped determine the outcome of the war.   
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CHAPTER IV 
 
 
 

 SAN ANGELO PARTICIPANTS 
 
 

The types of business opportunities discussed in Chapter 2 provided an entry point for 

many Texans desiring to participate in the fray. Though men such as William Anson profited 

greatly from the Second Boer War while remaining stateside, the appeal of travel to South 

Africa proved to be a strong incentive for other San Angeloans. As news spread, many San 

Angeloans saw the opportunity and adventure that awaited them across the ocean. This 

appeal crossed social and economic boundaries, and a number chose to personally engage in 

this distant war. 

The lure of adventure is illustrated by the experience by Captain Jack Miles. Like 

William Anson, Jack Miles saw the financial opportunities in the horse trade, but he also 

yearned to experience the exhilaration of combat. The heading in the April 5, 1900 edition of 

The Standard read, “Capt. Jack Miles Well known Cowman and Cattle Roper, on his way to 

South Africa to join the Queen’s Army.”1 Frank J. Strong, Jim Smith, Dock Moss, and Miles, 

all from San Angelo, travelled together on the Hurona from New Orleans with a load of 

horses.2 The shipment consisted of 47 men and 870 horses, with each man responsible for 

tending to 22 to 28 of the animals.3 Strong noted that Miles was singled out for his leadership 

but also for his roping abilities, earning the respect of the ship's crew and also the other 
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cowboys.  The horse handlers elected Miles their "Captain," and the ship’s officers gave him 

a bonus of $25 a month for the job he had done managing the horses and their handlers. After 

delivering the horse stock, Miles received an offer of $100 a month to scout for the British 

Army but refused the overture and informed the British officer he would take no less than 

$150 a month. In May 1900, Miles and Moss moved to Beira, Portuguese Territory, and hired 

on with several different wealthy Earls and Lords.  Miles worked for the administrator of 

Matabeleland, Arthur Lawley, the 6th Baron Wenlock, for $125 a month plus $4 a day in 

expenses.4 Later in May, Miles gained employment with Cecil Rhodes maintaining 

livestock.5 In August 1900, The Standard reported Miles’ return to San Angelo to see his wife 

and his planned departure for New Orleans the next morning with a new shipment of horses.6 

As no further news accounts appeared, it is unknown if he delivered the stock to South Africa 

or remained in San Angelo.  

The majority of San Angeloans involved in the Boer War seem to have been driven by 

political ideals or business prospects; however, one person in particular sought an 

opportunity of a different sort. Jim Smith, alias “the kid,” left for South Africa hoping to 

arrive there after the British had won and then be able to find a “Deutches Madchen 

possessing physical charm and an ample dowry so that they may live happily ever 

afterwards.” The Standard noted “Jim’s friends hope his fondest anticipations may be fully 
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realized, and that he may find gold and diamonds and pretty Dutch girls to his heart’s 

content.”7  Smith gained employment with the railroads after arriving in Cape Town, South 

Africa, in 1900. A few weeks later he moved to Beira, East Africa, Portuguese Territory, and 

obtained a job with the railroad as a fireman on the Rhodes and Beira line. Smith earned 

$175 a month.8 He kept in touch with fellow San Angeloans, Jack Miles and "Doc" Moss, 

who were also in the area working, until Miles and Moss left South Africa and returned to the 

Concho Valley.9  

Later Smith transferred to a different route on the railroad, this time from Rhodesia to 

Nausbury, and initially worked away from the fighting. During one his trips, Smith met Cecil 

Rhodes and received a tip of £1 for safely taking Rhodes to Rhodesia via train.10 A few 

months later, Smith wrote from Madegas, Portuguese Territory, on September 23, 1901, of 

his experiences as a railroad employee. At the time Smith worked on the Biera & 

Mashonaland railroad but later transferred to the I.M. (Imperial Military Railroad). This route 

carried him between Komati Port in Portuguese territory and the Transvaal. During his time 

on the rail lines, he witnessed the Boers destroy one engine, but stated that despite that 

occurrence he held no ill will against the Boer people. In another incident Smith reported that 

the Boers stopped the train, "took all the money and watch off my engineer, and when I told 
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them that I was an American they told me to get out of the country for they didn't want to 

hurt me."11  

Working on the railroad allowed Smith to gain insights into the broader conflict. He 

predicted that the war would continue on for a few more years as he observed that the Boers 

"keep getting food, clothes and guns and ammunition they take away from the British as fast 

as it gets here, and they say they will fight as long as there is one of them left." He also noted 

that there were "a lot of Americans in Cape Town who came over in mules [sic] boats and the 

British forced to fight the Boers, but the pay is $1.25 a day…." Smith commented on the 

probable fate of many of the horses purchased by the British, observing that as fast as the 

British bought horses, the Boers stole them. He mentioned that the Boers ate the best food the 

British army had to offer and that the Boer soldier was rarely seen during the day. Warned by 

the Boers to leave the country while he could, Smith set out for the United States by booking 

passage to Paris, then to London, and finally to New York.12 Smith wrote in a letter dated 

April 1902 stating that he was now working in Virginia after travelling from Delgoa Bay to 

Hamburg, Germany, but planned to return to San Angelo at a later date.13 

Still another San Angeloan, George Bent, went to South Africa on business, the nature 

of which his correspondence does not disclose. In the April 21, 1900 edition of The Standard, 

Bent wrote from South Africa that “I have not gone to work yet, but I think I will get a job 

this week.” Later in the letter Bent stated that, “The boys that came from the states with me 
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are in the army, some of them have gone to the front. This will be a great country when the 

war is over, but do not know when that will be.”14  

Not all the reports out of South Africa contained welcome news for the citizens of 

San Angelo.  One of the earliest references to a misfortune befalling a San Angeloan in the 

Boer War occurred in the March 17, 1900 edition of The Standard. Jack Kelly, who went to 

South Africa to deliver mules to the British army, reported to a friend back in San Angelo: 

“There are forty Americans who are out with us. They have joined Lord Roberts’ and Lord 

Kitchener’s Light Horse. A hundred of them, the Light Horse, went out the other day, few 

came back.”15 The March 22, 1902 edition of The Standard reported the death of Tom 

Oxenham Pollard Abraham.16 A first generation English immigrant Abraham worked on the 

ranch of Charlie Collyns. Born in 1876, he first served in the Cape Mounted Rifles, rising to 

the rank of sergeant.  In May 1900, on the nomination of the Governor of Cape Colony, 

Abraham was offered a commission as 2nd Lieutenant in the King's Liverpool Regiment, 

which he turned down, joining instead the South African Constabulary. He was killed at 

Syferfontein Farm on February 8, 1902.17 

The case of the San Angelo father and son team of R.E. and Felix Harris illustrates 

that once in South Africa individuals originally seeking financial gain often found themselves 
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drawn into the war. On January 6, 1900, The Standard published an article wishing R. E. 

Harris and his son Felix best wishes on their trip to South Africa. They planned to locate in 

Johannesburg or some other port city.18 The article explained that, “Bob has already turned 

out his whiskers so that in case the Boers are victorious he can pass himself off for a 

thoroughbred.”19 Father and son left San Angelo on January 10 and travelled by rail to New 

York. After spending a few days there, they sailed on the St. Paul on January 17, arriving in 

Southampton, England, one week later, and boarded the Scott for the eighteen day trip to 

Cape Town, South Africa. Onboard the Scott, the Harrises met noted American Scout 

Frederick Russell Burnham. The three men spent many pleasant evenings conversing and 

playing games to pass the time.20 

 In the March 24, 1900 edition, The Standard published a letter from Felix D. Harris 

to his uncle Ed Harris. The paper headed the letter thusly, “Bob and Felix Harris have joined 

the Queen’s Own Scouts and are now at the front.”21 The text narrated: “We have joined the 

British army and we have been attached to Brigadier-General Edward Brambant’s [sic] staff 

as special scouts and we leave in a day or two for the front. We will be up in the 

neighborhood of Ladysmith. This is a fine country to make money in; everybody has 

money.”22 The same edition of The Standard printed another letter from R. E. Harris to his 
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brother. R. E. wrote: “We were sworn in this morning as scouts for Brambant’s [sic] division, 

so you see I will practically be my own boss, and I am going to make some money out of this 

thing before I am done with it.”23 The Harrises arrived in Cape Town on February 14, and 

joined Brigadier-General Edward Brabant's brigade, assigned to Company B of the 

Kaffrarian Rifles, on February 20. The Kaffrarian Rifles were an irregular infantry/mounted 

infantry unit of the Colonial Division, composed of two regiments of Brabant's Horse, the 

Cape Mounted Rifles, Kaffrarian Rifles, Border Horse, and Queenstown Rifle Volunteers. 

Additional men arrived with two new mounted corps, designated Roberts' Horse and 

Kitchener's Horse, besides numerous local defense corps, such as Nesbitt's and Bayley's from 

the eastern province and Orpen's from the Hopetown district.24 Garrisoned at East London, 

the K.R.’s troop count stood at 385 in 1899.25 By 1900, the unit had grown to 600 men under 

Brigadier-General Brabant.26 Robert Harris gained a field commission to Lieutenant later in 

the war.   

The unit received orders on February 21 to proceed to Queenstown and report for 

active service. It sailed from Cape Town on February 22, arrived at East London four days 

later, and then reported to headquarters at Queenstown. Commanded by Major Cuming, the 

Kaffrarian Rifles deployed to Camp Dordritch on February 28. The Harrises’ first combat 
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experience came on March 3 when they were out on a routine patrol. At a location eight 

miles from the British camp, the Boers held the high ground and the Kaffrarian Rifles were 

ordered to take the hill. The K.R.s stormed the base of the hill under Boer fire. Robert and 

Felix Harris, along with thirty other men, managed to gain access to the top of the tallest 

kopje (a small isolated hill) and were pinned down under rifle and artillery assault for nine 

hours. As evening fell both sides stopped firing and waited until daylight. The following 

morning combat resumed and continued on for the next five hours until the Boers retreated. 

The Kaffrarian Rifles captured the Boer laager, along with their guns and ammunition. From 

there the Harrises were deployed to Thaba Nchtt under General Leslie Rundle (commander 

of the 8th division of the South African Field Force).27   

On March 7, the Kaffrarian Rifles returned to Jamestown where they soon encamped 

at Aliwe in the Orange Free State. The Boers held positions on the opposite side of the 

Orange River, and the Kaffrarian camp soon came under fire from the Boers’ 12 and 9 pound 

guns.28 Men from three companies of Brabant's Horse deployed across the river in an effort 

to overrun the Boer positions but were quickly driven back. Captain Williams of the 

Kaffrarian Rifles assumed command, and the unit charged across the river taking and holding 

their position in a ride that Harris said "equaled the Charge of the Light Brigade."29 The 

Kaffrarian Rifles lost five killed and thirteen wounded.30 For his efforts Robert Harris earned 
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the field promotion to Lieutenant. In December 1899, one company of the Kaffrarian Rifles 

and 200 members of Brabant's Horse reinforced General William Gatacre's troops as they 

occupied Skestrom.31   

Uncertain of his next deployment Robert Harris hoped to next move out for Pretoria. 

In April 1900, the Kaffrarian Rifles, led by Colonel Edmund Dalgety, relocated to the town 

of Wepener where they constituted part of a contingent of 1,895 men surrounded by 6,000 

Boers for sixteen days until a relief expedition saved the city from being overrun.32 

Additional members of the K.R.s, led by Brigadier-General Brabant, comprised the relieving 

force. At this siege the Kaffrarian Rifles had one man killed and thirteen wounded. In 

October 1900, the Colonial Division temporarily disbanded and many of the volunteers 

returned home.33  

After the war, The Standard interviewed Harris. His initial enthusiasm for the 

opportunities that the war provided had waned. Harris now described the war as a "perfect 

waste" and lamented that "what the British haven't destroyed the Boers have."34 He 

characterized General Christian DeWitt as one of the worst perpetrators of senseless 

destruction as "he likes to tear up railroads and lines of communication and to harass the 

British, but that he is not a fighting general and won't make a stand."35 Upon returning to the 
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states, R.E. Harris opened a drug store in San Angelo and exploited his experiences in South 

Africa to help advertise his new location. On October 4, 1902, Harris placed a notice in The 

Standard which advertised Chamberlain's remedies as being the Boer farmers’ preferred cure 

for common ailments.36 He eventually left San Angelo and made his way to El Paso. 

While some men from San Angelo went to South Africa to take advantage of financial 

opportunities or to seek adventure, at least one San Angeloan went to avoid prison and the 

possibility of the hangman's noose. Dave Atkins left for South Africa in 1900, hoping to 

escape a murder trial. Accused of killing Tom Hardin outside San Angelo on March 20, 1897, 

Atkins spent three years on the run throughout Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and Montana. 

During this time, he rode with Black Jack Ketchum's gang, reportedly taking part in at least 

three train robberies.37 Around 1900, as Atkins awaited trial for the murder of Hardin, The 

Standard published many letters from San Angeloans (such as those from Robert and Felix 

Harris) then involved in the trade and war in South Africa. The letters in The Standard from 

the Harris men painted a positive picture of the opportunities in the Transvaal. These letters 

along with others from San Angeloans already in print may have influenced Atkins’ decision 

to use South Africa as a place of refuge. In mid-December 1900, he jumped bond and left for 

New Orleans, intending to enlist in the British Army under the alias of J.W. Drake. 

 Because most of the livestock shipped from Texas and the Southwest departed from 

New Orleans to South Africa, Atkins managed to gain passage on the steamship Hostilius. 
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The Hostilius, a 2,025-ton cargo vessel, docked in New Orleans on February 12 and received 

its collection of Texas mules and muleteers, then left on February 18, 1901, with Dave Atkins 

on board.38 Whether he used an alias to acquire passage remains unknown but given his 

fugitive status it is highly likely that he used the same fictitious name under which he entered 

the British army, J.W. Drake.  Atkins stated that “we was treated fine until we came aboard 

the ship. Then the hostilities began and we was all mad the rest of the trip.”39 The crew 

provided the passengers with worm-eaten potatoes, bread and sea biscuits full of flies, and 

horsemeat for their meals.40 After eighty-four days at sea the Hostilius arrived at the South 

African port of Cape Town where the men awaited orders to East London. 

Once in East London, Atkins faced the choice of what to do: “fight for the British 

Government or do worse.”41 Atkins signed on with the reformed Kaffrarian Rifles for the 

British Army at six shillings a day. He enlisted on March 27, 1901, and was entered in the 

roll of the Kaffrarian Rifles under service number 31293.42 The roll lists J. H. Drake with the 

H crossed out and replaced with a W. It is possible that Atkins had originally tried to enlist 

under the name of J.W. Droke, as on April 19, 1901, an ad appeared in the notice section of 

The Standard stating that anyone wishing to contact J.W. Droke could find him under the 
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following address: “J.W. Droke 31293 Kaffrarian Rifles, F Company, Burghersdorf, South 

Africa or elsewhere.”43 The reason for this shift from Droke to Drake could have been 

intentional on the part of Atkins to misdirect any potential lawmen that had learned of his 

enlistment alias; or, it could have been simply a misprint by the typesetter for The Standard. 

Despite this discrepancy the Kaffrarian Rifles roll records Atkins as J.W. Drake and in his 

diary he refers to people addressing him as Corporal Drake.  

In his diary Atkins listed Stein’s Pass as the location of his first deployment. The 

actual location was most likely Stutterheim (or perhaps Steynsburg or Steins), as no location 

exists in South Africa known as Stein's Pass. Atkins described the site as “a very nice little 

Dutch town surrounded on the north and northwest by a big mountain.”44 Stutterheim is 

located northwest of East London amid a large mountain range that would fit the description. 

Likely, he confused the town’s name with a location where he had previously been while in 

New Mexico (or upon dictation the information became convoluted in the narrative); 

according to Tom ‘BlackJack’ Ketchum's trial reports, Atkins was involved in a shootout in 

New Mexico at Stein's Pass train depot.45 From Stutterheim, Atkins left for the small railroad 

depot named Rosemead Junction where the men acquired horses.46 He and the members of 

the Kaffrarian Rifles soon began the daily routine of sending out small patrols searching for 

Boer Commandos. Several days later, Atkins first experienced combat when his patrol came 
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under fire. He estimated that his patrol killed 30-40 Boers while the British only lost two 

men: one fell to Boer fire while the other lost his life when he incorrectly placed the shell in a 

fifteen pounder cannon.47 Upon returning to their camp the Kaffrarian Rifles remained 

vulnerable to the Boer threat. According to Atkins, the Boers would sneak into a British camp 

at night and relieve the soldiers of their horses, their shoes, and their clothing.  

Atkins also patrolled through Moorreesburg, De Aar, Dordrecht, and Graaf Reimet. 

One evening, the Kaffrarian Rifles received a heliograph message from Colonel Lukin of the 

Cape Mounted Rifles informing them that the Boers surrounded the British forces at 

Moorreesburg. The heliograph, a new development in military communication, used mirrors 

to reflect sunlight and send Morse code messages over previously impossible distances.48 

According to the message, the Boers had attacked the British at Moorreesburg and “killed 

sixty men, thirty of the dead was Americans.”49 Dispatched to the outskirts of Morreesburg, 

the Kaffrarian Rifles engaged the Boers and there, according to Atkins, his detail killed 200 

Boers and captured 100 horses. The K.R.s then pursued the Boers towards the small train 

depot of Hemming Siding where they had previously burned a British train and captured 80 

to 90 horses on May 5, 1901.50 On May 7, the Kaffrarian Rifles again seized 140 more 

horses, and Atkins’ unit took charge of several British prisoners after the Boers released them 
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on May 11. Atkins remembered that “their heels had all of the skin rubbed off. The Boers 

made them walk in front of them and their heels [were] tramped on by Boer horses.”51  

In August 1901, Atkins deployed to Graaf-Reinet, back to Moorreesberg, and by 

September left from Die Kamdeboo towards Burgersdorp. While on assignment at each 

location, the Kaffrarian Rifles engaged in several small skirmishes with the Boers. After 

these short deployments, Atkins’ detachment returned to Steynsburg, where he had the first of 

three horses shot out from under him. The first occurred when his unit performed a nighttime 

bayonet charge against Boer forces taking cover in several small farmhouses. At daylight, 

Atkins found himself exposed on the left flank of the outermost British units. Retreating to 

the main British forces, he notified his commanding officer, Captain Shire of F Company, of 

the circumstances. He reported that an estimated force of five hundred Boers blocked them 

on the left and a mountain impossible to climb trapped the right flank. Despite the dilemma, 

the unit advanced until it encountered a force of Boers amassed in front of a farmhouse. 

Atkins moved forward of the rest of the unit even after Colonel Crew, the overall commander 

of British forces in the area, gave the command to retreat. Exposed, he continued acting as 

the vanguard in front of the main force only to have his horse killed by Boer marksmen. 

Crawling back on his stomach for almost a mile, Atkins eventually rejoined the rest of the 

detachment.  

Weeks later, near the farmhouse of Bullhowderfontien, Atkins lost his second horse, 

again to enemy fire. After chasing several Boer scouts, Atkins’ group spotted a commando of 
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250 Boers camped 500 yards away. Ordered by Lieutenant Austin of F Company to steal the 

Boer horses, he and three other men embarked on the mission. Some 150 yards out, both 

Lieutenant Austin and Atkins’ horse were shot. Atkins attended to the wounded Lieutenant, 

placed him behind a fence post and returned fire. After the battle he estimated enemy 

casualties as follows: 75 Boers killed, 13 British KIA, and 3 wounded. The Kaffrarian Rifles 

captured 120 horses, 60 guns, 3,000 rounds of ammunition, 30 saddles, and 24 revolvers.52 

The unit then established a more permanent camp at Burgersdorp for the rest of December 

through February.  

Atkins lost his third horse during a patrol to retrieve a mount belonging to Colonel 

Rhys Price of the Kaffrarian Rifles, which had been stolen by the Boers on December 26. 

Travelling through the night of December 27, the Kaffrarian Rifles reached a farmhouse 

where they intended to make camp. As part of the advance guard led by Lieutenant 

Anderson, he arrived ahead of the main force alone to scout out the location. The Boers 

inside the farmhouse opened fire, spooking the horse and forcing Atkins to dismount. 

Returning fire on the Boer location, he shot two men in a valiant effort to regain his horse, 

then escaped back to the British lines. The men of Anderson’s advance guard mistook Atkins 

for a Boer and shot at him, killing his horse (Anderson had seen Atkins go down when his 

horse spooked and presumed the American to be dead). As the Kaffrarian Rifles regrouped, 

the Boers in the farmhouse sought to use the delay as an opportunity for escape. Seeing the 

Boers’ attempted retreat, Atkins and the rest of the Kaffrarian Rifles surrounded the 

farmhouse and subdued the fleeing soldiers. Upon Colonel Price’s arrival, Atkins returned the 
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officer's stolen horse and earned himself a case of whiskey.53 The Kaffrarian Rifles remained 

encamped near Bullhowderfontien and continued to be involved in several small skirmishes 

in the area.  

 In January 1902, Atkins reported that the Boer forces moved more troops into the 

area near the Kaffrarian Rifles’ main camp. In one battle, he estimated that the Boers were 

1,200 strong, while the Kaffrarian Rifles fielded 350 men. During this time the Boers drove 

the British forces back into town, then withdrew into the countryside.  One evening the 

commander sent Atkins and three other men to guard a farmhouse belonging to a Boer 

civilian suspected of passing information about British troop movements to the Boer forces. 

Atkins stated that the woman suspected of providing the enemy with intelligence treated 

them well and fed them satisfactorily, but Atkins instructed her to keep all the black Africans 

(Kaffirs) on the premises. He recalled: “It was a trick of theirs to slip a note out to the Boers 

by one of the Kaffirs.”54 The next morning Colonel Price sent a note to the farmhouse telling 

the men to return to their unit immediately as the Boers had surrounded the main British 

camp at Bullhowderfontien. Upon arriving at enemy lines, Atkins approached from the rear 

and opened fire, only to be pinned down.  In the ensuing battle the British lost 400 men. 

Seeing this kind of carnage led Atkins to believe that “each and every Boer that was killed in 

and captured in South Africa cost the British government sixty-five thousand dollars, and lost 

10 men to one Boer.”55 
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55 Ibid., 20. 
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Atkins mustered out of the Army in the latter half of 1902. He left Africa for 

Southampton, England, and eventually returned to Texas in December of that year. He 

quickly realized that law enforcement officials still wanted him for the murder of Tom 

Hardin. He then fled to South America where he found work in a lumber camp under the 

name of George Young.56 Upon his return to Texas in 1907, Atkins remained on the run until 

his capture in 1920. Eventually tried and found guilty of killing Tom Hardin, Atkins served 

five years. He died at the State Hospital in Wichita Falls, Texas, in 1964.57  

For Atkins and other San Angeloans with limited prospects, the war in South Africa 

offered opportunities to expand their horizons and seek adventure and profit in a distant land. 

Their experiences are echoed in the annals of other small communities in the Southwest as 

Americans sought to take advantage of the nation’s shift from isolationism. Whether they 

followed their livestock, sought fortunes, or ran from the law, San Angeloans served 

honorably and gained respect from their comrades.  

  

                                                       
    56 Los Angeles Times, February 16, 1920. 
 
      57 Burton, The Deadliest Outlaws, 329. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 
 

Though the Second Boer War and the influence of Americans during this conflict 

remain peripheral in American historical studies, the struggle captured the attention of the 

nation, if only for a short time, and the contributions of U.S. citizens to the war in South 

Africa affected, to some degree, not only that conflict but also furthered an expanded 

American presence on the global stage. At the end of the nineteenth century, America began 

to emulate the European colonial powers as the nation acquired territory in Hawaii, Puerto 

Rico, the Philippines, and Guam in 1898 and American Samoa in 1899. As tensions between 

Britain and the Boer Republics of South Africa escalated, the U.S. and British foreign policy 

goals began to intersect. Both countries shared the belief that industrialism and capitalism 

provided the best hope for global peace and progress. The two countries also realized that 

their mutual interests were best served by allowing each other to pursue their own imperial 

ambitions without interference. While both Britain and the Boers looked to America as a 

potential ally, debate over the conflict and America’s broader imperial ambitions entered into 

the popular consciousness as the media carried the issues into the public eye. In the end, the 

United States government ignored the commonality of a fight for independence mirrored in 

the Boer struggle in favor of the gains to be made through global expansion and adopted a 

policy of benevolent neutrality towards the British. In spite of official policy many American 

citizens opted to involve themselves directly or indirectly in the war in South Africa. 
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Americans rallied to both sides during the conflict, but evidence suggests that their 

choice of alliance revolved around ideology, historical sentiment, and opportunism. Many 

who sided with the Boers viewed the war as a chance to fight for independence and freedom, 

while others simply saw an opportunity to renew hostilities against their traditional foe, the 

British. Those who served with the Boers did not receive pay; they either believed in the 

Boer cause or possessed a deep-seated hatred of England that overshadowed the risks of war. 

For these individuals the conflict offered the opportunity to stand up for what they believed 

or to strike a blow against the despised British. 

 For those Americans who fought for the British, adventure and the opportunity for 

financial gain dictated their decisions. While adventure is a calling unto itself, a common 

Anglo-Saxon culture and an opportunity for financial gain affected the choice of those 

Americans. Opportunism and pragmatism guided the decision process for those seeking to 

profit from the war. These individuals realized that once the American government took an 

official position of neutrality, the Boers, despite their initial successes, did not have a chance 

to stand against the power of the British Empire over the long term. The outcome was certain 

to favor the British, and the opportunity to make money from the conflict proved too 

tempting to ignore.  

Both sides sought men and resources that Americans could bring to the conflict, and 

those resources proved critical to the British prosecution of the war. American livestock 

represented a particularly valuable asset in high demand by both the Boer and British military 

throughout the war. As the war began, both sides recognized that a static European method of 

warfare would not be effective on the plains of South Africa. Small units, using hit and run 
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tactics, promised greater success than large divisions. The age of the mounted infantryman 

subsequently developed in South Africa, and both sides implemented these forces to 

maximum efficiency. Based on the input of commanders in the field, the British Army 

identified the American horse as most suitable to the rigors of the South African plains. A 

subsequent increase in trade with the United States soon became manifest as Great Britain 

turned to its former colony for essential draft animals. 

Total exports to England increased from an average of $112 million from 1895 

through 1898 to $577 million from 1899 through 1902. The largest part of this increase 

derived from the sale of American mules and horses, and in particular the Texas quarter 

horse. The final estimate by the Royal Commission on the War in South Africa reported that 

191,363 horses and mules were purchased from the United States between November 1899 

and June 1902. This accounted for half of the total horses and mules acquired by Britain 

during the war. San Angeloan William Anson, who received a commission to supply 

livestock through his connections with Lord Landsdowne, earned particular notice for his 

ability to find horses that fulfilled the specific needs of the British Army. He reportedly 

personally inspected over 100,000 horses to identify 22,000 suitable for sale to the British 

Army. The contribution of livestock traders such as Anson provided a significant advantage 

to the British in the fight against the Boers. 

The involvement of Americans did not end with the sale of livestock. Though the 

horse trade with Britain made a tangible impact on the Second Boer War, the actual 

participation of the American citizens proved of equal importance. Americans served in 

multiple roles, each of which influenced the war to some degree. Contemporary 
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commentators and British Army dispatches singled out the value of American muleteers and 

wranglers for their handling and care of the animals during transport and delivery.  

Also valued were those Americans who scouted for both sides. Both the British and 

the Boers recognized that experiences on the western frontier conditioned these men to 

effectively gather intelligence. These scouting abilities remained a highly sought after service 

throughout the war. The case of Frederick Burnham perhaps best represents the value placed 

on American scouts. Burnham’s prior services as a scout for the British South Africa 

Company were so esteemed that Lord Roberts personally invited him to return to South 

Africa as the Chief of Scouts for the British Army at the start of the conflict. Burnham’s 

contributions during his service to the British Empire earned him Britain’s second highest 

award, the Distinguished Service Order, and nomination for the highest award, the Victoria 

Cross, which he declined in order to keep his American citizenship. Queen Victoria herself 

hosted him at a state dinner. Those Americans scouting with the Boer forces received 

acknowledgement in the official dispatches of the British Army, which speak to the 

difficulties British forces faced when trying to maneuver covertly. Men such as John Hassell 

and Richard Hiley of the American Scouts and John Blake of the Irish Brigade received 

commendations for their scouting abilities, leading to advancement to leadership of their own 

autonomous Commandos. This reflected the level of confidence the Boer army held in the 

actions and reliability of these American scouts. Of particular note, at the battle of 

Vaalkrantz, American Scout J.N. King rescued Alec Brand, the son of a former President of 

Orange Free State – an act of heroism which endeared King to the Boer people. 
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While some Americans specialized in scouting, others volunteered to serve in direct 

combat roles as mounted infantrymen or with the artillery. Many of these gave their lives in 

support of comrades in a distant land. Others played support roles providing medical or 

transport services. Regardless of the task they performed, their presence impacted the 

conflict, some more tangibly than others. San Angeloan Robert Harris, serving with the 

British forces, quickly rose through the enlisted ranks to gain a commission as a Lieutenant 

in recognition of the valor he displayed at the battle of Aliwe. American artilleryman Otto 

Von Lossberg was singled out by the Boer government for his contributions during the key 

battle at Sanna’s Post, receiving personal acknowledgment from the President of the Orange 

Free State.  

Additionally, the industrial ingenuity of American engineers impacted the conflict. 

This was particularly evident in the actions of George Labram. During the siege of 

Kimberley, Labram used his mechanical knowledge to improvise fortifications to withstand 

the siege and to manufacture from scrap materials a weapon capable of keeping the Boers 

from entering the city until relief forces arrived. His efforts were so greatly valued that both 

the British Government and the DeBeers Mining Corporation provided his widow and son 

with substantial annuities. 

While no records specifically address the level of American participation in the 

Second Boer War, sufficient evidence exists to demonstrate an active presence through both 

trade connections and personal involvement. The provision of horses and mules to the British 

offset Boer logistical advantages and significantly impacted the course of the war, and the 

actions of individual Americans influenced the military fate of both sides in the war. Both 
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British and Boer forces recognized the potential of American participation and actively 

sought their involvement. The shipment of men and animals connected South Africa, Great 

Britain, and United States in a conflict that marked the end of independence for the South 

African Republics, signaled a developing Anglo-American rapprochement, and solidified 

America’s emergence onto the global scene. 
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